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Abstract 

Three relatively simple mathematical models have been developed to estimate minimum reactor 
and radiation shield masses for liquid-metal-cooled reactors (LMRs), in-core thermionic fuel 
element (TFE) reactors, and out-of-core thermionic reactors (OTRs). The approach was based 
on much of the methodology developed for the ReactorBhield Mass (RSMASS) model. Like 
the original RSMASS models, the new RSMASS-derivative (RSMASS-D) models use a 
combination of simple equations derived from reactor physics and other fundamental 
considerations, along with tabulations of data from more detailed neutron and gamma transport 
theory computations. All three models vary basic design parameters within a range specified by 
the user to achieve a parameter choice that yields a minimum mass for the power level and 
operational time of interest. The impact of critical mass, fuel damage, and thermal limitations 
are accounted for to determine the required fuel mass. The effect of thermionic limitations are 
also taken into account for the thermionic reactor models. All major reactor component masses 
are estimated, as well as instrumentation and control (I&C), boom, and safety system masses. A 
new shield model was developed and incorporated into all three reactor concept models. The 
new shield model is more accurate and simpler to use than the approach used in the original 
RSMASS model. The estimated reactor and shield masses agree with the mass predictions from 
separate detailed calculations within 15 percent for all three models. 
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1 Introduction 
1 .I Background 

During the mid-l98Os, the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) Space Power Office of the 
Department of Defense @OD) considered a number of reactor systems as electrical power 
supplies for orbiting defense systems. Since launch costs are a major consideration for any 
space-based power system, reasonable estimates of the power system masses are essential to 
identify promising concepts and technologies. Consequently, the Space Power Office requested 
that Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) develop a simple analytic model capable of making 
rapid estimates of reactor and shield masses for SDI space reactor power systems. This model 
was to be used as part of a system mass model and as a separate reactor and shield mass model 
for parametric studies; the model was also to be used to check mass projections for specific 
proposed reactor concepts. Since these estimates were to be used to make rough estimates for 
multimegawatt (MRIW) reactor systems, for which the reactor and shield were only a small 
fraction of the total system mass, a fairly crude model was sufficient to account for the reactor 
and shield mass contribution. An accuracy goal for the model of a factor of two was chosen. 

In response to this request and considering the goals and potential problems with a variety 
of approaches, an entirely new modeling method was developed and is referred to as the 
reactorhhield mass (RSMASS) model (Marshall, 1986). Although RSMASS was relatively 
crude, it exceeded our accuracy goals. More recently, however, greater emphasis has been placed 
on lower power reactor systems (in the tens to hundreds of kilowatt electric range) for both 
military and civilian missions. At lower power levels, the reactor and shield make up a larger 
fraction of the total system mass, and a more accurate reactor and shield mass model is required. 
Furthermore, the original RSMASS model was somewhat cumbersome to use and could easily be 
misapplied if it was not used by an experienced nuclear engineer. Finally, the code did not have 
the capability to automatically optimize the design parameters for the chosen power level, 
operational time, and other operational choices. 

To increase the model’s accuracy, simplify its use, and permit automatic mass optimization, 
a new series of reactor and shield mass models (referred to as the RSMASS-derivative models, or 
RSMASS-D models) has been developed. The new models build on the successful aspects of the 
earlier RSMASS model. To simplify the use of the model and permit mass optimization, it 
became necessary to develop a separate mass model for each type of reactor, rather than using a 
single model with different parameters for each reactor type. The original shield model was too 
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crude for our new accuracy goals (-20 percent), so an essentially new shield modeling approach 
was developed. 

1.2 RSMASS-D Scope 

The RSMASS-D models discussed in this report provide a unique capability for making 
rapid estimates of space reactor and shield masses. RSMASS-D models have been developed for 
liquid-metal-cooled reactors (LMFb), thermionic fuel element ("E) reactors (i.e., in-core 
thermionic reactors), out -of-core thermionic reactors (OTRS), prismatic core gas-cooled (PGC) 
reactors, and particle bed reactors (PBRs). At present, only the LMR, TFE reactor, and OTR 
models have been checkcd, and only these models are discussed in this document. A separate 
document that discusses reactor and shield mass models for the PGC and PBR concepts is 
planned. 

Some additional systems that were not present in RSMASS have been added to the 
RSMASS-D computatior.. Since the thermionic conversion devices are integral to thermionic 
reactors, thermionic device mass is also computed. For the out-of-core thermionic reactor, the 
radiator is an integral pa? of the reactor system, and its mass is computed as well. A simple 
relationship is also provided for the payload separation boom mass for all of the models. All 
three of these models have k n  incorporated in full power-system models. The system model 
for the out-of-core thermi mic reactor has been documented (Gallup, 1990). 

Although the RSMASS-D models are intended to be more accurate than their predecessor 
(RSMASS), they are still very approximate, and no attempt was made to be rigorous. In fact, 
some volumetric approximations for the assumed geometry were used instead of exact 
calculations that would have added some complexity without significantly increasing the 
accuracy of the mass estimate. Other possible minor mass additions or considerations were also 
ignored. 

1.3 Reference Reactor Power System 

The SP-100 LMR was developed for space applications by the Department of Energy 
(DOE), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the DoD. The prime 
contractor for the SP-100 was General Electric Co. (GE). Because the SP-100 is currently the 
most developed U.S. reactor for space applications, it was chosen as a reference design to guide 
model development and ensure that all major components were accounted for by reasonable mass 
estimates in all the models for the various reactor types. For example, the mass of all safety 
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systems, instrumentation and control (I&C), and miscellaneous structure for the TFE reactor and 
OTR concepts is approximately accounted for by using data from the reference SP-100 design. 
Furthermore, SP-100 shielding data were used to normalize the shielding equations to obtain 
reasonable shielding thicknesses for all of the reactor types. The reference SP-100 reactor system 
data were obtained from two GE documents (GE, 1988a; 1988b) and from discussions with GE 
staff (Murata, 1988). The reference SP-100 design is for a 100-kWe system using thermoelectric 
power conversion. 

1.4 Calculational Approach 

The description of the RSMASS-D calculational approach given here closely follows the 
presentation in Marshall and Gallup (1991). The calculational flow logic for the LMR, in-core 
thermionic, and OTR RSMASS-D models is basically the same (see Figure 1-1). The desired 
power level and reactor operating time, along with other input parameters, are first input to 
RSMASS-D. Then values for a set of design Parameters determined by the design concept being 
modeled (see Table 1-1) are selected and the reactor subsystem mass is calculated. The values of 
the set of design parameters are varied through their full range of allowable combinations, and 
the parameter choice that yields the minimum reactor subsystem mass is selected as the 
optimized subsystem design. 

For each iteration, the fuel mass and the mass of the reactor components are computed. 
(The fuel mass calculation criteria and the reactor component masses vary according to the 
design concept; see Table 1-2.) Next, the mass of the ancillary components (also identified in 
Table 1-2) and the gamma and neutron shields can be computed. The total reactor subsystem 
mass is the sum of the fuel, reactor-component, ancillary-component, and shield masses. 

1.4.1 Liquid-Metal-Cooled Reactors 

The LMR model is based on the SP-100 reactor concept (GE, 1988a). The pin diameter, 
reactor core length-to-diameter ratio, and the fuel cladding gap (Table 1-1) are varied. Using 
these data and other fixed parameters, the mass of fuel required based on thermal and fuel 
damage limits is computed. The required critical mass (neutronic-limited critical mass) is 
obtained using the method developed for RSMASS (Marshall, 1986), modified to include 
correction factors that are a function of fuel volume fraction and the reactor core length-to- 
diameter ratio. The actual fuel mass selected is the largest based on neutronic, thermal, and fuel 
damage considerations. The reactor component masses (structure, reflector, pressure vessel, and 
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Table 1- 1. Design Parameters Varied in RSMASS-D to Obtain Minimum Reactor Subsystem 
Massa 

Variable Design Parameter 
Pin diameter 
Reactor core length-to-diameter 

ratio 
FueVcladding gap 
Thermionic emitter radius 
Driver uranium loading 
Moderator thickness 
Fuel annulus inside/outside 

diameter 
Core thermal flux 
Gamma shield thickness 

a After Marshall and Gallup (1991) 

LMR TFE OTR 
X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X X 

Table 1-2. RSMASS-D Fuel Calculation Criteria, Reactor Components, and Ancillary 
Components 

CriteriodComponent 
Fuel Calculation Criterion 

Thermal 
Fuel damage 
Neutronics 
Thermionics 

Reactor Comuonents 
Structure 
Reflector 
Pressure vessel 
Coolant 
Moderator 

Ancillarv Components 
I&C 
Safety 
Boom 
Thermionic 
Radiator 

5 

X 

X 

X 

LMR TFE OTR 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



coolant) are then computed from the fuel mass and the geometric description of the reactor. 
Then the total reactor mzss (the sum of the fuel mass and component masses) is calculated. 

Mass estimates of ancillary components for the LMR are as follows: 

The I&C mass estimate allows for the effects of reactor size, payload separation 
distance, and otk.er considerations. 

Safety system n.ass calculations account approximately for auxiliary shutdown (safety) 
rods, re-entry protection, and other safety-related hardware. 

Boom mass is estimated by assuming a simple linear relationship between boom mass 
and boom length. 

Using the reactor dimensions, the payload separation distance from the reactor, and other 
information, the required neutron and gamma attenuation is computed. An initial value for the 
gamma shield thickness is then used with the required attenuation factors to obtain the required 
neutron shield thickness as predicted by neutron and gamma transport theory calculations. 
Assuming shadow shield geometry, the shield dimensions and mass are then computed. This 
process is repeated for other gamma shield thicknesses, and the gamma shield thickness that 
yields the minimum shield mass is then selected. 

1.4.2 In-Core Thermionic Reactors 

The in-core therrnjonic reactor is assumed to consist of thermionic fuel elements (SPI 
1987a; GA, 1989). The TFEs may also contain driver fuel pins or a moderator region 
surrounding the fuel. The TFE model is therefore more complex because all three basic types of 
TFE reactors must be considered. Nevertheless, the calculation sequence for the in-core 
thermionic reactor subsystem mass follows the same basic process used for the LMR, with the 
following exceptions: ( 1 )  a different set of design parameters is varied (Table 1-1); (2) the fuel 
mass based on required thermionic surface area is computed (Table 1-2); and (3) the moderator 
mass is added to the reaci:or component calculation (Table 1-2). 

1.4.3 Out-of-Core Thermionic Reactors 

The OTR model is based on the STAR-C concept proposed by General Atomics (GA, 
1987a). The reactor con: for this concept consists of a stack of cylindrical graphite trays with a 
single uranium dicarbide fuel annulus contained within each tray. Heat is transferred through the 
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core by conduction. As with the in-core thermionic reactor, the calculation sequence is similar to 
that of the LMR, except a different set of design parameters is varied (Table 1-1). In addition, 
radiator and thermionic masses are calculated for the OTR (Table 1-2). 

1.5 Scope and Organization of the Report 

To keep this document to a manageable size, some of the correlations used (e.g., for 
instrumentation, control, and safety subsystem masses) are presented without a lengthy 
description of their origin. These correlations were based on physical considerations and they 
provide reasonable mass estimates. The original RSMASS document (Marshall, 1986) should be 
read first to better understand the discussion of the RSMASS-D models. 

This report is organized into four chapters and four appendices. 

Chapter 2 explains the calculational approach for the LMR mass models (Section 2.1), 
in-core thermionic reactor (Section 2.2), and the OTR (Section 2.3) as well as the 
calculation procedure for I&C and safety systems. 

0 Chapter 3 explains the general approach for radiation shield modeling (Section 3.1) and 
the specific shield models for the LMR (Section 3.2), the in-core thermionic reactor 
(Section 3.3), and the OTR (Section 3.4); it also presents the calculation procedure for 
the boom mass. 

0 Chapter 4 presents results for the 100-kWe LMR and in-core thermionic concepts and 
the 5 kWe OTR concept (Section 4.1). RSMASS-D results for the three concepts are 
also compared with detailed calculations (Section 4.2). 

0 Appendix A provides a derivation of the formula used in RSMASS-D that accounts for 
the fact that the reactor is a cylinder rather than a sphere, and that the length-to-diameter 
ratio may exceed I .  

Appendix B provides recommended values for the input parameters for the three design 
concepts. 

Appendix C explains the procedure for obtaining the gamma and neutron attenuation 
coefficients used in Chapter 3. 

0 Appendix D defines the variables used throughout this report. 
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1.6 Nomenclature and Unit Conventions 

Because RSMASS was originally developed for multimegawatt (MMW) reactors, the unit 
of power in this docummt is megawatts. The unit of time is years, dimensional units are in 
meters, mass units are i n  kilograms, and thermal conductivity and heat transfer coefficients are 
W/mK and W/m2K, respectively. The units for every variable presented in this report are defined 
in Appendices B and D. 

Only the numbered. equations (e.g., 2.1-1, 2.1-2, etc.) in this report make up the model 
algorithms. Equations and expressions containing both numbers and letters (e.g., 3.1-a) are not 
part of the model algorithms. 
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2. Reactor Mass Models 

The general approach for the reactor model has been discussed, to a large extent, in the 
RSMASS document (Marshall, 1986). Where the method for this model has not changed from 
RSMASS, the equations will be provided, but their derivation will not be repeated. Deviations 
from the original RSMASS model, however, will be discussed in the following sections, and the 
derivation of equations will be given when appropriate. 

2.1 Liquid-Metal-Cooled Reactors 

2.1 .I Reactor Description 

For the reasons given in Chapter 1, the SP-100 reactor was chosen as the reference design 
for liquid-metal-cooled reactors. Although the SP-100 reactor was explicitly designed to be used 
with thermoelectric power conversion, it can be used with a variety of power conversion options 
(e.g., Stirling, Rankine, Brayton). Some design changes may be required for reactors with high 
power requirements (e.g., in-core control rods as well as safety rods); nevertheless, the basic SP- 
100 reactor design should be representative of a whole class of LMRs (without in-core boiling) 
over a broad reactor power range. LMR designs that permit in-core boiling or use cerx.net fuel 
will not be well represented by the model based on the SP-100 design. 

The SP-100 reference 100-kWe reactor design is illustrated in Figure 2-1. The reactor core 
is about 35 cm in length and diameter, and consists of bundles of 0.77-cm-diameter fuel pins 
contained in a niobium alloy pressure vessel. The fuel pins (Figure 2-2) are made up of uranium 
nitride fuel pellets within a rhenium-lined niobium alloy cladding. Heat is transferred from the 
fuel pins to a flowing lithium coolant that carries heat to the power-conversion module. 
Beryllium oxide reflector segments surround the core circumference and are external to the 
pressure vessel. The reflector segments are hinged at one end and their radial position is adjusted 
at the opposite end of the reflector to control reactivity by regulating neutron leakage out of the 
core. In-core safety rods are also provided to maintain the reactor in a shutdown condition during 
potential accident scenarios. A graphite reentry heat shield surrounds the reactor to prevent 
disruption of the core during accidental reentry. 

The payload and power system electronics are protected from reactor gamma and neutron 
radiation by a shadow shield at the aft end of the reactor (Figure 2-3). The shield consists of 
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layers of beryllium, tungsten, and lithium hydride. Additional attenuation of dose is achieved by 
separating the payload from the reactor by a boom. 

2.1.2 General Approach 

I 

I 
Although the general approach of the RSMASS-D model for the LMR is similar to that of 

and safety systems has been improved. The most significant improvement is the provision for 
automic optimization of mass. For LMRs, important parameters for mass optimization include 
the pin diameter, the core length-to-diameter ratio, and fueucladding gap. In this model, these 
parameters are expressed in terms of the pin cladding outer radius (roc), the core aspect ratio (a), 
and the fuel smear density (SD).* As the pin diameter gets smaller, the allowed fuel power 
density increases, but the required critical mass may increase because of a reduction in the fuel 
volume fraction. Increasing the core aspect ratio can reduce shield size, but it will also increase 
the critical mass required. Decreasing the fuel smear density by increasing the gap between the 
fuel pellet and the rhenium liner allows greater fuel swelling without fuel damage. Hence, 
increased gap size can permit adequate fuel burnup with decreased fuel requirements; however, 
the larger gap also drives up fuel temperatures and places limits on power density. The larger 
gap will also decrease the fuel volume fraction and increase the required critical mass. 

the RSMASS model, the treatment of the structure, pressure vessel, instrumentation, and control 

The method for mass optimization is to first select the pin outer radius, the core length-to- 
diameter, or aspect ratio, and the fuel smear density from an array of allowed design parameters. 
The following computation sequence (described in the remainder of Section 2.1 and in 3.2) is 
executed using these parameters and other fixed parameters to compute reactor and shield mass. 
The computation is then repeated for all allowed combinations of specified design parameters, 
and the reactor and shield mass are obtained for each case. The parameter choice yielding the 
lowest total (reactor plus shield) mass is then selected as the mass-optimized choice. When this 
model is incorporated in a system code, the entire system mass is calculated for all allowed 
combinations of design parameters to obtain the optimized total system mass. 

* The smear density is defined as the fraction of theoretical density for the fuel when averaged over the area within the 

I inside diameter of the rhenium liner. 
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2.1.3 Fuel Mass Calculations 

2.1.3.1 Fuel Burnup 

As with the RSW9S model, the fuel mass is computed first. The first step is to compute 
the mass of fuel burned lip during reactor operation (MB): 

0.38Pt 
Ee 

M B = - ,  (2.1-1) 

where P is the maximum reactor system electrical power, t is the reactor operating time, e is the 
net fractional efficiency, and E is the fractional fuel enrichment. 

2.1.3.2 Fuel Mass Based on Fuel Damage Considerations 

Since fuel damage will limit the fraction of fuel allowed to bum up (p), a minimum fuel 
mass based on fuel danage limits (MF) must be calculated. The allowed burnup fraction, 
however, will depend or1 the smear density, SD. From an earlier study (Marshall and McKissok, 
1990), burnup fractions of about 0.06 and 0.08 are expected to be achieved for smear densities of 
0.90 and 0.80, respectivdy. Assuming a linear relationship, we obtain 

p = 0.24 - 0.2SD, (2.1-2) 

and the fuel mass based on burnup limits for fuel damage is 

0.3 8 Pt PF 
M, = 

Pe 
9 (2.1-3) 

where PF is the core spai.ial pealdaverage power factor. 

2.1.3.3 Fuel Mass Based on Neutronic Considerations 

The method described in Marshall (1986) is used to compute the fuel mass required based 
on neutronic limits (ME:'. ME is the sum of the mass of fuel burned up [MB from Equation (2.1- 
l)] plus the mass of fue. needed for criticality (Mc). The original RSMASS model assumes that 
MC can be estimated by using the critical mass for a fully enriched, compacted, reflected sphere 
of fuel material, then correcting this value for the effects of increased neutron leakage associated 
with the actual reactor geometry and the effects of parasitic neutron capture, lower enrichment, 
and other factors. Despite the inelegance of this crude assumption, the approach works 
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surprisingly well, particularly if the critical mass can be normalized at one data point to the value 
of the critical mass obtained from more detailed calculations or experimental data. 

Since actual reactors are not generally compacted spheres, corrections must be made for the 
actual geometry. It is shown in Appendix A that the correction (ea) for a core with cylindrical 
geometry and an aspect ratio (core length-to-diameter ratio) of a is approximately 

for (a 2 LO). (2.1-4) 
1 
3 

C, = - (2.34a2I3 + 

To obtain the correction for increased leakage because of the unfueled regions in the core, 
the fueled fraction of the core volume, VF, must be determined. The first step in this 
computation is to determine the cladding thickness, tc. For this calculation, tc is the combined 
thickness of the bonded cladding and liner. Since the required cladding thickness, based on 
stress considerations, is directly proportional to the cladding radius, tc can be computed using the 
known ratio of cladding thickness to cladding outer radius (roc) for the reference SP-100 reactor 
(0.129). Therefore, 

t ,  = 0.129r0,. (2.1-5) 

Fabrication difficulties and other limitations put a lower limit on the cladding thickness of about 
5 x lo4 m. Hence, 

if tc < 5 x lo4 m, then set 
-4 tc =5x10 m. 

The cladding inner radius, ri,, is then 

5, = roc - t , .  

Assuming a solid fuel pellet fraction with a theoretical density of 0.96, and defining 

the fuel pellet radius, rf, is 

rf = Csqc . 
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For pins on a hexagonal pitch, the unit cell fuel area, Aj, and the total cell hexagonal area, 
Ah, are given by 

A, = 3 m ;  (2.1-9) 

and 

Ah = 2.6(2r,, + 5 x 104)2 , (2.1 - (0) 

respectively. It is assumed here that the wire wrap thickness between fuel pins is fixed at 5 x lo4 
m. Assuming 20 perceni: of the core volume is required for in-core safety rods and 10 percent of 
the core volume is needcd for auxiliary cooling system thimbles, the volume fraction of fuel in 
the core can now be computed as 

(2.1-1 1) 

Marshall (1986) shows that the correction for the fuel volume fraction is approximately 

where p~ is the unhomogenized fuel density and 13,600 designates the fuel density used in the 
critical mass calculation .:or a compacted, reflected sphere of 93 percent enriched UC2. 

Since these computations are restricted to LMRs of the SP- 100 type, smaller corrections are 
required if the core average fuel density for the reference SI?-100 reactor is used (5431 kg/m3) 
rather than the full fuel density of 13,600 kg/m3 used in RSMASS. The correction for fuel 
volume fraction and density becomes 

When the core average fuel density is used, the reference critical mass, MCR, is the value for 
the actual reference core, rather than for a compacted sphere. The value of MCR was chosen to 
match the resulting end-of-life critical mass with the critical mass obtained from detailed 
calculations for the reference reactor (see LMR input parameters in Table B-1). 
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Another total correction factor, C, can be used to account for other (miscellaneous) effects 
on the critical mass, and we define 

c= CJ,, (2.1-12) 

which is a combined correction factor for the aspect ratio and miscellaneous effects. Although 
corrections for parasitic capture in the rhenium in the core could be included in the C correction, 
these effects have been included in the reference critical mass provided in the recommended 
input parameters in this document (Table B-1). 

The calculational scheme in Marshall (1986) also accounts for the effect of enrichment on 
critical mass. The 1k2 correction derived in Marshall (1986) works well for fast reactors and 
will be included in the mass correction. In general, however, it is best to simply assume a fully 
enriched reactor (E  = 0.93), since we are only interested in the minimum critical mass. Our final 
equation for the initial critical mass, M: , is then given by 

(2.1-13) 

From Marshall (1986), the end-of-life critical mass, Mc , is approximately 

(2.1 - 14) 

and the end-of-life total fuel mass required based on neutronic limits, ME , is 

ME = M ,  +M,. 

2.1.3.4 Fuel Mass Based on Thermal Considerations 

(2.1-15) 

Fuel mass requirements may also be determined by thermal considerations and temperature 
limitations on materials. We can compute this fuel mass limitation by first computing the 
specific power limit, P,, which is the maximum thermal power that can be obtained per kilogram 
of fuel without exceeding material temperature limits. In this document the thermal analysis will 
use volume-adjusted thermal resistances (RT) to simplify the computation of specific power; i.e., 
the equations for thermal resistances have been multiplied by the expression for fuel volume. 
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The specific power is calculated based on pin dimensions, fuel temperature limits, q, and 
the coolant temperature, T,. The overall volume-adjusted thermal resistance, &', is dominated 
by the fuelkladding gap volume-adjusted thermal resistance, R:, which depends on the gap 

conductance. Assuming that the gap conductance is dominated by conductivity through the 
helium fill gas, an effective gap conductivity, kg, can be expressed as 

(2.1- 16) k 

r+n( ;) kg = 

The conductivity of the helium fill gas, k, has been adjusted slightly in the recommended 
input parameters (Table B-I)  to obtain better agreement with more detailed calculations. 

The volume-adjust :d thermal resistances across the fuel pin are then computed: 

R; = r; /4k,,  ( 

R: =rf /2k,, 

R,' = r; I 2r0, h, , 
i 

1-17) 

(2.1 - 18) 

(2.1-19) 

(2.1-20) 

and 

R; = R; + ~ g '  + R; + R , T .  (2.1-21) 

RJ , I?:, RL , and hi',' are the volume-adjusted thermal resistances for the fuel pellet, gap, 
liner cladding, and coolant, respectively, and R: is the total volume-adjusted thermal resistance. 
The variables kf and h : k  are the thermal conductivities for the fuel and liner cladding, 
respectively; h, is the heat transfer coefficient for the coolant. 

The maximum allowed specific power is computed next: 

T,  - T- 
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where 
respectively. Finally, the fuel mass based on thermal limits, Mp, is 

and T, are the maximum fuel temperature and the core outlet bulk coolant temperature, 

(2.1-23) 

2.1.4 Limiting Fuel Mass 

The actual required fuel mass, ML , will be the largest of the fuel mass requirements based 
on neutronic, thermal, and fuel damage limits, or 

M L  = greatest of ME, M p  , and MF. (2.1-24) 

2.1.5 Reactor Component Mass Calculations 

2.1.5.1 Structural Mass Calculation 

To compute the structural mass, the core structure is divided into fuel pin hardware (e.g., 
end fittings), miscellaneous structure (reflector support, honeycomb structure, and insulation), 
and bonded claddingher structure. The fuel pin hardware structure and miscellaneous structure 
are assumed to scale roughly with core volume. From data for the reference SP-100 reactor, a 
core average structural density of 1183 kg/m3 was obtained for the miscellaneous structure. The 
structural density for fuel pin hardware was determined to be approximately equal to the 
miscellaneous structural density. The cladding and liner structural mass, however, will depend 
on both the core volume and the required length of the fission gas plenum, which depends on the 
quantity of fission gas generated. The method for treating the cladding structure follows. 

We first compute the total core volume, V, 

(2.1-25) 

The core diameter, D, and core length, L, are then 

D = (n)"' 
and 

(2.1-26) 

L = aD. 
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burnup fraction limits, MF. If the fuel mass for a particular selection of parameters is not 
determined by burnup fraction (fuel damage) limitations, the fission gas generated per kilogram 
of fuel will be less than for the reference case, and a smaller plenum will be sufficient. In other 
words, if MF < ML, the reduction in fission gas volume required relative to the reference plenum 
volume will be reduced by the factor MF / ML. This ratio is obtained by noting that the required 
fission gas volume, for design gas pressure in the pins, is proportional to MF for the case being 
calculated and is propotlional to ML for the reference case. 

Because the required plenum volume is proportional to the fission gas volume and length, 
i.e., 

Lp = L ( 2 ) ¶  (2.1 -28) 

it follows that Lp = the cxe length, L, when MF = ML, as for the reference case. Since MF cannot 
exceed ML, LpIL is always less than or equal to 1.0. It is assumed that a minimum plenum length 
of 0.06 m will always be required; consequently, 

if Lp < 0.06 m, then set 

Lp = 0.06 m 

Obtaining a good approximation for Lp is also necessary for the calculation of pressure vessel and 
shielding mass (see Sections 2.1 S.3  and 3.2.1). 

From the reference SP-100 reactor data, we can then estimate the total structural mass, Ms, 
bY 

(2.1-29) 

The value of 2366 is tie approximate core average structural density for the miscellaneous 
structure (1 183 kg/m3) plus the approximately equal core average density for the fuel pin 
hardware. The value of 2320 kg/m3 is the approximate core average cladding density (including 
the plenum region). 
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2.1 -5.2 Reflector Mass Calculation 

No axial reflectors are assumed for the LMR model; hence, the reflector is represented by 
an annulus of volume 

.[(f+T,’ - ( 3 ] ( L +  T ) ,  (2.1-a) 

where D is the core diameter and T is the reflector thickness. Hence, the total reflector mass, 
MRf, is 

Mq = p,z (T2 + DT)(L + T ) ,  (2.1-30) 

where PRf is the reflector density. 

2.1 S.3 Pressure Vessel Calculation 

The pressure vessel radius, rpv, and length, Lpv, are given by 

and 

L, = FLp (L+ L p ) .  

(2.1-3 1) 

(2.1-32) 

FV and FQ, are multipliers on the core radius and total pin length, respectively, obtained from 
design data. The parameter n is the pressure vessel locator. A value of zero is recommended for 
n, since using zero locates the pressure vessel inside the reflectors. As an option, n can be set to 
1, which places the pressure vessel outside the reflectors. 

As described in Marshall (1986), the pressure vessel thickness, tpv , assuming a safety 

factor of 4.0, is approximately 

(2.1-33) 

where Pr is the reactor coolant pressure, and Us is the ultimate strength of the pressure vessel 
material. 

A minimum pressure vessel thickness of tmin is specified (Table B-1), such that 
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if tpv < tmin, then 

Finally, the pressure vessel mass, MP, is estimated by 

(2.1-34) 

where ppv is the pressure vessel density. Equation (2.1-34) roughly accounts for the SP-100 
pressure vessel geometry, and experience has shown that Mpv should be multiplied by a factor of 
3.0 to account for additional pressure vessel structure, flanges, etc. Although this estimate is 
crude, the contribution of the pressure vessel to the total reactor mass is relatively small and has 
only a minor impact. 

2.1 ‘5.4 Coolant Mass Calculation 

The lithium coolart mass in the reactor, Mk, is roughly proportional to the core volume. 
From reference SP-100 data, the reactor coolant mass is approximated by 

M k  = 916V. (2.1-35) 

2.1.6 Total Reactor Mass 

The total reactor m,xjs, MR, is the sum of the fuel mass and the reactor-component masses: 

MR = ML + M, + M R ~ +  Mpv + M k .  (2.1-36) 

2.1.7 Mass Calculations for Ancillary Systems 

Instrumentation and control (I&C) mass and safety system mass were included as part of 
the total reactor mass in Marshall (1986). For RSMASS-D models, these are separate from the 
total reactor mass. The methods for calculating I&C mass and safety mass are described below. 

2.1.7.1 lnstrumentati Dn and Control Mass Calculation 

Instrumentation and control mass is assumed to be composed of three components: a fixed 
component, a size-dependent component, and a boom-length-dependent component. (Boom 
mass calculations for LMR systems are explained in Section 3.2.3.) The fixed component 
includes such items as the controller, multiplexers, sensors, and local cables, which are items that 
should not change appreciably with reactor size or power level. The size-dependent I&C 
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component includes actuators, drives, and launch support I&C. Size-dependent hardware is 
assumed to be proportional to the effective core area, A, defined as 

(2.1-37) 

The boom-length-dependent component consists of the I&C cables running the length of the 
payload separation boom. Hence, the I&C mass (M~c)  is approximated by 

(2.1-38) 

where d1 is the mass of the fixed I&C component, d2 is the areal density of the size-dependent 
I&C, d3 is the massflength of the I&C cables, and Rp is the separation distance between the 
reactor and payload. The values for dl, d2, and d3 have been determined from data for the 
reference SP-100 system and are given in the recommended LMR parameters in this document 
(Table €3- 1). 

2.1.7.2 Safety System Mass Calculation 

The safety systems for LMRs are assumed to include in-core safety rods, an auxiliary core 
cooling system (ACS), a rhenium barrier surrounding the core to ensure water-flooded 
subcriticality, and a reentry heat shield. The safety rod system and miscellaneous safety 
components (ACS and rhenium barrier) are assumed to be proportional to an effective core 
radius, reE. For example, the rhenium barrier surrounds the core circumference and is therefore 
proportional to the core radius. The effective core radius is defined as 

(2.1-39) 

From the reference SP-100 data, the following is obtained: 

(2.1-40) 

and 

(2.1-41) 

where MMS is the miscellaneous safety system mass, and MSR is the mass of the safety rod system. 

The reentry heat shield consists of a nose cone and a truncated conical section that 
surrounds the reactor. The nose cone mass, MNC, is approximated by 
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M ,  + 1.6 (222~;~ - 1 . 7 5 ~ ~ ~ ) .  (2.1-42) 

[The constants in Equatjons (2.1-43) through (2.1-48) were obtained from data for the reference 
SP-100 reactor system.] 

For the truncated c mical section, the radii of the cone are first computed 

R, = I;),, + 0.0177 , 

Rb = R, + 0.0059, 

and 

Rd = R, + 0.0059. 

(2.1-43) 

(2.1-44) 

(2.1-45) 

(2.1-46) 

(2.1-47) 

R, and Rb are the inner and outer radii at the narrow end of the conical shield, and R, and Rd are 
the inner and outer radii at the wide end of the conical shield. Rp is the payload separation 
distance from the core, L$,ay is the payload diameter, and 8 is the radiation shield cone half angle. 
The mass of the conical shield (Mcs) is given by 

M ,  =1600('L,,, - r p , ) [ ( R i + R b R d  + R : ) - ( R :  +R,R,  + R z ) ] ,  (2.1-48) 

and the total heat shield rnass, MHS, is 

The total safety system niass, MSS, is 

Mss = MMS + MSR + MHS. 

2.2 In-Core Thermionic Reactors 

2.2.1 Reactor Description 

(2.1-49) 

(2.1-50) 

The thermionic fuel element reactor concept is at present the most developed in-core 
thermionic reactor approach; consequently, the basic TFE design will be assumed for the in-core 
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thermionic reactor model. TFE reactor cores may consist of exclusively TFE fuel elements (all- 
TFE fuel elements), a mixture of TFE and SNAP (system for nuclear auxiliary power) driver fuel 
elements, or TFE fuel elements with a moderator (TOPAZ). In the RSMASS-D mass 
optimization scheme, the reactor and shield mass for all of the model options are computed and 
the option and parameter choice yielding the lowest mass is selected as the mass-optimized 
choice. These options are discussed in GA (1989, 1987b), and SPI (1987a). A description of 
these various options follows. 

The TFE-based reactor concept employs cylindrical fuel elements that are stacked on end in 
a manner analogous to dry cells in a flashlight (Figure 2-4). The converter stack is encased in a 
metallic cladding to form a thermionic fuel element. Each cell consists of an arrangement of 
annular uranium dioxide fuel pellets surrounded by a tungsten emitter, a cesium vapor-filled gap, 
a collector, and an insulator sheath (Figure 2-5). During power operation, heat from the nuclear 
fuel boils electrons off of the hot (-1880 K) emitter surface. These electrons cross the 
interelectrode gap to the cooler (-1000 K) collector surface. The voltage potential between the 
emitter and collector is used to drive the current through the electrical load. All three concepts 
use a sodiudpotassium (NaK) coolant and incorporate rotating reflectorkontrol drums within 
the pressure vessel surrounding the core. Radiation shields for these concepts are assumed to use 
layers of zirconium hydride and lithium hydride. 

1 Electrical Lead \ TFE stem BeO Axial Reflector 
[Thermionic Cell (6) Electrical L e a 7  [ 

Fission Gas Tube \ \BeO Axial Reflector SheathL 
B4C Absorber Fission Gas Passage 

Figure 2-4. Thermionic fuel element (GA, 1985). 
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Figure 2-5. Thermionic fuel cell (GA, 1985). 
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The all-TFE concept (Figure 2-6) is a fast reactor with no moderator or driver fuel. The 
absence of a moderator or driver fuel permits coolant temperatures up to 1000 K or more. The 
all-TFE concept is most suitable for higher power levels (2 100 kWe). 

The Russian TOPAZ reactor designs (Figure 2-7) incorporate a zirconium hydride 
moderator between the fuel elements to reduce critical mass requirements. The presence of a 
zirconium hydride moderator limits coolant temperatures to about 900 K. Because the thermal 
neutron cross section for natural tungsten is too high to permit its use in a moderated reactor, 
tungsten-184 would have to be used for emitter fabrication. Two TOPAZ reactor systems have 
been developed by the Russians. TOPAZ I incorporates stacked fuel elements and is referred to 
as the multicell approach. Except for the use of a moderator, the thermionic fuel element design 
assumed for the TOPAZ I concept is identical to the thermionic fuel element concept illustrated 
in Figures 2-4 and 2-5. The other TOPAZ design is referred to as TOPAZ II. TOPAZ II uses a 
single-cell design, rather than a stack of multicells. No parameter changes have been 
implemented to reflect the small structural mass differences between TOPAZ I and TOPAZ II. 

In the driver fuel concept (Figure 2-8), auxiliary nonthermionic fuel elements are used to 
make up some of the required critical mass. The concept uses SNAP reactor-type fuel elements 
[zirconium hydride with 15 weight percent (wt%) uranium loading] as the driver fuel elements. 
Nuclear heat produced in the driver fuel is not utilized for electrical power; consequently, this 
approach is not as efficient as the other two thermionic fuel element concepts. The use of SNAP 
fuel also limits coolant temperatures to about 900 K. 

2.2.2 General Approach 

The TFE model was more difficult to develop and is more complex than the LMR or OTR 
concepts since all three basic types of TFE reactors must be considered. The model must also 
explore various thicknesses of moderator and various loadings of driver fuel (including no 
moderator and no driver fuel). 

The problem is further complicated by the heterogeneous effects of a moderated geometry 
that depends on the thickness of the moderator and other considerations. Furthermore, when 
driver fuel is present, some of the power is produced in the driver fuel as well as the TFE, and the 
relative amount depends on the driver fuel loading and the degree of flux tilting in the moderator 
region. 
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:Figure 2-6. All-TFE space reactor (GA, 1985). 
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Figure 2-7. TOPAZ-moderated TFE space reactor (Sholtis et al., 1994). 
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Figure 2-3. Moderated TFE reactor with driver fuel (GA, 1987b). 
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Reactor mass is minimized by varying the emitter radius, re, the uranium loading in the 
driver fuel, UW, the moderator thickness, Tm, and the reactor core aspect ratio, a. (In the system 
program that uses RSMASS-D the emitterkollector temperature is also varied.) The emitter 
radius will affect the fuel volume fraction and the relative loading of TFEi fuel to driver fuel, 
which will both affect critical mass. The emitter radius will also affect the maximum allowed 
specific power, as well as the available relative emitter surface area. The choice of driver fuel 
loading reflects a trade-off between critical mass considerations and net efficiency. Moderator 
thickness affects critical mass, flux tilting, power distribution, overall core size, and other 
considerations. The principal trade-off for the aspect ratio is the critical mass and the shield 
mass. 

The reference critical mass for the TFE reactor concept is not a single value, as in the case 
of the LMR model. It depends on the driver fuel uranium loading, UD, the thickness of the 
moderator region, Tm, and the emitter radius, re. As for the LMR model, values for variable 
parameters are selected and the computational sequence described in the remainder of Section 
2.2 and in Section 3.3 is executed to compute the reactor and shield masses, respectively. The 
computation is then repeated for all allowed combinations of design parameters to obtain the 
reactor and shield mass for each case. The parameter combination yielding the lowest reactor 
plus shield mass is then selected as the mass-optimized design. 

2.2.3 Fuel Mass Calculations 

2.2.3.1 Fuel Mass Based on Neutronic Considerations 

The variable parameters selected at this point are the uranium loading, the emitter radius, 
the moderator thickness, and the core aspect ratio. 

First, the driver region fuel density, pfl, is computed. For a selected driver region uranium 
load (UD, in wt%), fuel density is given by 

p p  = 615Uw. (2.2-1) 

Based on design data for large (Menil, 1986) and small (SPI, 1987b) TFE cells, we can use 
a linear fit to approximate the volume fraction of fuel in the TFE pin (VF,) and the TFE unit cell 
(VF,) as follows: 

VF, = 5.75re + 0.327 
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and 

VI> = 10.92re + 0.207, (for re < 0.02 m) (2.2-3) 

where re is the emitter radius (see Figure 2-9). Based on stress considerations and representative 
design data, the TFE fuel pellet, pin, and TFE effective cell radii (rf, rp, and rt respectively) are 
assumed to scale as 

and 

rf= 0.881re, 

rp = 1.332r-, 

rr = r p g .  

(2.2-4) 

(2.2-5) 

(2.2-6) 

Using a cylindrical cell geometry and surrounding the TFE cell with an annulus of moderator 
(with or without driver fi.el in the moderator zone), the driver/moderator outer radius, rD, is 

rD = r, + Tm, (2.2-7) 

where T,,, is the thickness of the moderator region. 

Assuming that 20 percent of the driver/moderator region is either void or consists of some 
material other than fuel ar moderator, the total unit cell radius (rC) becomes 

r, = ,,/1.2r,” - 0.2~: . (2.2-8) 

If no driver fuel is assumed ( V u  = O.O), the critical mass of uranium is associated entirely 
with the fuel in the TFE fuel elements. The critical mass of the TFE fuel (M&) was obtained 
by first computing flu:(-weighted cell-averaged cross sections, using the finite-element 
multigroup P, (FEMP) transport theory code (McDaniel and Harris, 1983) in cylindrical 
geometry (Figure 2-10). These calculations were carried out for several emitter radii and several 
thicknesses of moderator region. The flux-weighted cross sections were then used in FEMP 
transport theory calculat.ons assuming the geometry illustrated in Figure 2-1 1. The core region 
was modeled as a sphere surrounded by a 10.0 cm Be0 reflector. Using appropriate flux- 
weighted cross sections and atom densities, a series of transport theory calculations were 
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U02 fuel pellet 

Tungsten emitter 

Effective outer diameter of TFE cell 
Effective outer diameter of 
driver/moderator region 

Effective outer diameter of driver/ 
moderator region with 20% volume 
allowance 

Figure 2-9. Assumed TFE cell geometry. 

performed to determine the required critical mass, MZT , for various emitter radii and moderator 
region thicknesses. The results of these calculations have been plotted as a function of T, and re 
and are tabulated in Table 2-1. Hence, for the selected values of Tm and re, the TFE critical mass, 
MZT , is obtained from the MCcT matrix in Table 2-1. The driver fuel component of the critical 
mass, MZD, is zero for these cases. 

For UD > 0.0, the transport theory results were also plotted for ML as a function of VU, 
and re and are tabulated in Table 2-2. Here Vu, is defined as the weight percent of uranium-235 
in the ZrH1.7 matrix. Although the total critical mass ( M &  +MZD) is a strong function of the 
driver/moderator region thickness, the driver fuel component is found to be only a weak function 
of T,; consequently, the two-dimensional matrix given in Table 2-2 is adequate for determining 
M & .  Loadings less than 3.5 wt% are probably impractical, and using a 3.5 wt% 
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Structural material (Tungsten and Niobium) 
U + Zr H1.7 

Figure 2- 10. Cylindrical cell geometry used to obtain flux-weighted cross sections for TFE cells. 

Core materials: 
UTFE 

UDriver 
0 
Zr 
H 
w 
Nb 

Figure 2- 1 1.  Compacfed sphere geometry used to obtain critical mass data for TFE reactors. 
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Table 2-1. Critical Mass for TFE Fuel [ MET (kg)] with No Driver Fuel Used 

Urn( wt%) 
3.5 
8.5 

17.0 

Table 2-2. Critical Mass for Driver Fuel [MID (kg)] 

re (m) 
0.00568 0.01005 0.0144 
2.4 2.0 1.9 
4.9 4.6 4.0 
8.3 7.9 6.9 

minimum simplifies the algorithm. Hence, loadings less than 3.5 wt%, but not zero, are not 
permitted. The TFE component of the critical mass, McT, can then be obtained from the 
following equation: 

(2.2-9) 

1 0.833~' VF,M,", Plr 
Can also be expressed as MiT = 

where p g  is the density of the TFE U02 fuel pellets. 

Since some of the thermal power will be produced in the driver fuel region, the power 
division between the TFE and driver fuel region must be determined. The ratio of the power 
density in the driver fuel region to the power density in the TFE region, PSR, was computed for 
several T, from the cylindrical cell calculations that were used to obtain the flux-weighted cross 
sections. The results of this computation are presented in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3. Ratio of Power Density of Driver Region to TFE Region 

1 0.0035 1 z2: I 
0.0070 
0.0140 4.35 

Next, the required thermal power in the TFE fuel, PT, is computed: 

(2.2- 10) P 
P T  =- 

where P is the maximum reactor electrical power, and bT is the thermionic efficiency. It can be 
shown that the thermal power in the driver fuel region, PO, is given by 

(2.2- 1 1) 

where PSR is obtained from Table 2-3 for the selected value of Tm. The total reactor fractional 
efficiency (eR) is then 

P eR = 
'T "D 

(2.2- 12) 

Now the quantity of uranium burned up in the TFE region, MBT, and in the driver fuel region, 
MBD, can be computed: 

0.38 PT t 
E MBT = 

and 

0.38 PD t 
Y 

E M, = 

(2.2- 13) 

(2.2-14) 

where tis the full-power operating time. 

As with the LMR niodel, the impact of the core aspect ratio on critical mass is computed as 
a correction factor 
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1 
3 

C, = -(2.34a2I3 + 

and the total critical mass correction factor is given by 

c = c,c,. 

for a 2 1.0 , (2.2-15) 

(2.2- 16) 

If in-core safety rods or cooling loops are required, the volume fraction of fuel and 
moderator in the reactor will be reduced, resulting in a net increase in the critical mass. Using the 
approach given in Marshall (1986), we can estimate the initial required critical mass for the TFE 
and driver fuel regions ( MCoT and M,"D , respectively) with a void fraction for safety hardware in 
the core, VFSH, by 

and 

(2.2- 1 7) 

1.5 
1 M;) = CM$ (2.2-18) 

Then the end-of-life critical mass for the TFE and driver fuel ( M c ~  and M,o, respectively) can be 
calculated: 

(2.2- 19) 

and 

and 

The total end-of-life fuel mass based on criticality and fuel burnup is then, 

MET = WT + MBT 
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where MET and MED are ihe required end-of-life fuel mas based on neutronics for the TFE and 
driver regions, respectively. The total end-of-life fuel mass based on neutronics, ME, is then 

(2.2-23) 

Once Urn, Tm, and re have been selected, the ratio of driver fuel to TFE fuel ( R m )  is fixed; 
having computed MED anlj Mm, R m  can be obtained 

(2.2-24) 

R m  will be used in the fol:.owing subsections. 

2.2.3.2 Fuel Mass Based on Fuel Damage Considerations 

The amount of fuel required based on fuel damage limits (MFT and MFD for the TFE and 
driver fuel, respectively) will depend on the burnup limits for the TFE fuel, PT, and drive fuel, 
PO: 

and 

(2.2-25) 

(2.2-26) 

where Pm and PFD are the peak-to-average power ratios in the TFE and driver fuel, respectively. 
Since the choice of parameters sets R m ,  the ratio of the driver fuel to TF% fuel mass for fuel 
damage considerations must also equal Rm; consequently, if MFD / MFT 5 R m ,  then M m  will 
determine the fuel mass based on fuel damage requirements. For this condition, 

(2.2-27) 

If MFD / Mm > .Rm, then Mm will determine the fuel mass based on fuel damage 
requirements. For this condition, 
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The total fuel mass, based on fuel damage considerations, MF, is 

MF = MFT 4- MFD. (2.2-29) 

2.2.3.3 Fuel Mass Based on ThermioniclThermal Power Considerations 

Thermal and thermionic requirements are interrelated. The first step is to compute the 
volume-adjusted thermal resistance of the fuel pellet. The volume-adjusted thermal resistance 
for an annular fuel pellet, R; , is given by 

T Rf = 
$(z2 - 1 - 2 In Z> 

4kf Z 2  7 (2.2-30) 

where Z is the ratio of the outer to inner TFE fuel pellet diameter and kf is the thermal 
conductivity of the fuel pellet. 

Next, the required emitter surface area, AT, and the total heat flux, e”, across the emitter is 
computed. 

P AT =-, and 
cp 

Q” = 

(2.2-3 1) 

(2.2-32) 

where @ is the maximum net electrical power flux at the emitter surface, and e is the net 
efficiency. The calculated peak fuel temperature, GC, is 

2 Q” re R: 
Tfc =T, + (2.2-33) 

where T, is the desired emitter temperature. It has been assumed for simplicity that the emitter 
and fuel surface temperatures are almost equal. The computed peak fuel temperature, 7, is then 
compared with the maximum allowed fuel temperature, Tf, to ensure that Tf 2 T; . If T; > Tf , 
the solution is invalid and a new set of design parameters must be selected. If Tf 2 T;, then the 
required fuel mass for thermaVthermionic considerations, MTh T, is computed 
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(2.2-34) 

Because the driver fuel surface temperature will be -lo00 K lower than the TFE fuel surface 
temperature and the driver fuel pin diameter can be much smaller, the thermal power limits can 
be assumed to be contrcllled by the TFE fuel only. The mass of the driver fuel required for 
therrnal/thermionic consi jerations is 

The total fuel mass for thmnalhhermionic considerations, M n ,  is 

2.2.4 Limiting Fuel Mass 

Because the fuel mass based on critical mass and fuel damage consists of minimum values, 
and the final mass based on therrnalkhermionic requirements is fixed for a particular choice of 
design parameters, the lirniting fuel mass is computed as follows: 

If M T h  2 ME, and M T h  2 MF, then 

ML = MTh. 

If Mm < ME, or Mrh c MF, then the solution is invalid and a new set o 
selected. 

2.2.5 Reactor Component Mass Calculations 

2.2.5.1 Moderator Mass Calculation 

The volume of the ’E region of the core, VT, is 

and the moderator volume, VM, is 
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*zsign parameters must be 

(2.2-38) 
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The moderator mass, MM, is then given by 

MM = PWVk (2.2-40) 

where p~ is the moderator density, and the total core volume is 

v = (VT + vM)( 1 + VFSH). (2.2-41) 

2.2.5.2 Structural Mass Calculation 

The structural mass, Ms, is computed from 

Ms = (PSTVT + PSMVM) + 2367V, (2.2-42) 

where  ST and p s ~  are the core average densities of the TFE and the moderator/driver region 
structure, respectively. The second term (2637) roughly accounts for miscellaneous structure and 
fuel pin hardware (excluding thermionic structure). The average structural density of 2367 is 
based on data for the SP-100 reactor (Section 2.1.5.1). Although the pin structure and 
miscellaneous hardware for the TFE reactor will be different from the structure for the SP-100 
reactor, the value of 2637 is assumed to be a reasonable allowance for these components. 

2.2.5.3 Reflector Mass Calculation 

The core diameter, D, and length, L, are obtained from 

113 .=(E) 
and 

L = aD. 

The reflector mass, Mw, is then 

MRf= 7CPRfT[D2(U + 0.2) + DT(u + 2) + 22-7, 

(2.2-43) 

(2.2-44) 

(2.2-45) 

where T is the reflector thickness. This equation is based on the assumption of an annular 
reflector surrounding the core and axial reflectors at both ends of the fuel pins. The axial 
reflectors make up approximately 40 percent of the radial cross section area of the core region. 
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2.2.5.4 Pressure Vessel Mass Calculation 

As for the LMR model (Section 2.1.5.3), 

if tP. < t-, then set 

tpv = tmin 7 

(2.2-46) 

(2.2-47) 

(2.2-48) 

(2.2-49) 

Note that no plenum length is accounted for in this calculation since it is assumed that the fission 
gas is purged to an external storage tank. 

2.2.5.5 Coolant Mass Calculation 

The total reactor volume, VR, is given by 

(2.2-5 1) 

Assuming that 20 perceni. of the reactor contains NaK coolant, the total NaK coolant mass, M N K ,  

in the reactor is 

MNK = 148VR . (2.2-52) 

2.2.6 Total Reactor Mass 

The total reactor mss ,  MR, is the sum of the fuel mass and the reactor-component masses 
(moderator mass, structuial mass, reflector mass, pressure vessel mass, and coolant mass): 

k f ~  = ML 4- MM + Ms + MRf + Mpy + M N K  . (2.2-53) 
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2.2.7 Mass Calculations for Ancillary Systems 

2.2.7.1 Instrumentation and Control Mass Calculation 

As in Section 2.1.7.1, for the SP-100 reactor, the instrumentation and control mass, MI=, is 
computed from the effective core area, A, and payload separation distance, Rp: 

A=($)% (2.2-54) 

2.2.7.2 Safety System Mass Calculation 

As for the LMR model (Section 2.1.7.2), 

and 

MSR = 389reff, 

(2.2-55) 

where the constants (248 and 389) for the miscellaneous safety systems mass, MMS, and the safety 
rod mass, MSR, respectively, in Equations (2.2-57) and (2.2-58) were obtained from the values for 
the SP-100 reactor. Although these quantities will not be identical for the TFE reactor (in fact, 
the safety system may be entirely different), the values are used to provide an allowance for 
safety system mass that would be comparable to the values for the LMR concept. Similarly, we 
have assumed a reentry heat shield, as in Section 2.1.7.2: 

M ,  = 1.6(222riv - 1.75rPv) (2.2-59) 

R, = rp,, + 0.0177, 

Rb = & + 0.0059, 

Dpay /2 - (rpv + T )  
L,, - 0.21 + R, 

e = tan-* 

R, = rpv + Lpv tan 8, 
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(2.2-62) 

(2.2-63) 

(2.2-56) 

(2.2-57) 

(2.2-58) . 



Rd = R, + 0.0059, 

M ,  = 1600(Lpv - rpv)[Ri + RbRd +Rj) - (R: + R,R, + R:)], 
(2.2-64) 

(2.2-65) 

and the total heat shield rnass, MHS, is 

M H S  = MNC M C S .  

The total safety system mass, MSS, is 

Mss = MMS + MSR + MHS. 

(2.2-66) 

(2.2-67) 

2.3 Out-of-Core Thermionic Reactors 

2.3.1 Reactor Deslcription 

The STAR-C reactor concept proposed by General Atomics (GA, 1987a) was chosen to be 
representative of out-of- :ore thermionic reactor concepts for this model development effort. 
STAR-C (Figure 2-12) uses a solid core composed of segmented, annular fuel plates that are 
supported by graphite trays. Each fuel plate is made up of six pie-shaped, uranium dicarbide 
segments fully enriched in uranium-235. The graphite trays are coated with niobium carbide to 
suppress carbon vaporization, which could result in carbon attack on the emitters of the 
thermionic devices. The reactor core is built by stacking the graphite trays and fuel plates, with 
the number of fuel-tray sssemblies being dictated by the axial power level. A 10-kWe system 
has a core that is approximately 26 cm in diameter and 48 cm long. The thickness of the trays 
can be varied to improve the uniformity of the axial power profile. Heat generated in the reactor 
core is conducted radially outward to the core surface where it is radiated to thermionic devices 
surrounding the core. During operation, the maximum core and core-surface temperatures are 
expected to be approximately 2300 K and 2000 K, respectively. 

The thermionic devices, which are located in the radial reflector, collect heat radiated 
across a gap from the core. The nominal operating temperature of the emitter is 1860 K. The 
collector is cooled by an integral heat pipe that conducts heat to the system radiator surrounding 
the reactor. The radiator is sized so that the collector operating temperature is 1000 K. Under 
these conditions, the efficiency of the thermionic devices is approximately 14 percent. When the 
other electrical losses are considered, the overall system efficiency is approximately 12 percent. 
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Figure 2-12. STAR-C space nuclear reactor (GA, 1987a). 
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Reactor control is accomplished by movable rods located in the radial reflector. The rods 
consist of a boron carbide poison section and a beryllium reflector section. When the reactor is 
shut down, the poison section of the rod is located in the reflector. To start the reactor, the rods 
are moved upward to place the beryllium section in the reflector. 

Radiation protectioii for the payload is provided by a separation boom, a lithium hydride 
neutron shield, and a zircmium hydride gamma shield. The boom length and shield thicknesses 
are optimized based on system mass. 

2.3.2 General Appr-oach 

The general approach for the OTR model is similar to that used for the LMR and TFE 
models; however, some aspects of the optimization scheme are different. For example, 
increasing the core aspect ratio, a, not only helps reduce shield size and mass, it will also 
increase the surface area ior thermionic devices and reduce the conductive path length for heat 
energy through the fueled region to the reactor surface. These benefits, resulting from large 
aspect ratios, often outweigh the penalty of increased critical mass and can result in very large 
optimum aspect ratios. MechanicaYstructural considerations will probably place an upper limit 
on the aspect ratio, but at present a defensible choice for the maximum aspect ratio has not been 
determined. 

The proposed STAR- C reactor uses UC2 annular fuel regions in graphite trays, so that the 
central region of the core consists of an unfueled graphite cylinder. The ratio of the diameter of 
the unfueled region to the outer diameter of the core, b, will affect the critical mass and power 
density. Hence, a and b are varied in the optimization scheme to obtain the minimum reactor and 
shield system mass. As with the preceding models, values are selected for the variable 
parameters (in this case, a and b). The computation sequence described in the remainder of 
Section 2.3 and in Section 3.4 is executed to compute the reactor and shield mass, respectively. 
The computation is then repeated for all allowed combinations of design parameters. 

Don Gallup of Sandia National Laboratories has incorporated this OTR model into an 
overall power system code. He has also enhanced the capability of the model by allowing the 
core surface temperature, the emitter temperatures, and the therrnionic efficiency to be variables 
(Gallup, 1990). 
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2.3.3 Fuel Mass Calculations 

2.3.3.1 Fuel Mass Based on Fuel Damage Considerations and Required Core 
Surface Area 

Some quantities will not change during the optimization procedure and are computed first; 
they include: 

the quantity of fuel required for fuel burnup, 

0.38Pt 
Ee 

M, =-, (2.3- 1) 

the quantity of fuel required to stay within fuel damage limits, 

0.38PFPt 
M,= pe 7 (2.3-2) 

[These two expressions are identical to those used to calculate fuel burnup and fuel damage 
for liquid-metal-cooled reactors; see Equations (2.1-1) and (2.1-3).] 

the core surface area, AT, required for thermionics, 

(2.3-3) 

wheref, is the maximum fraction of the core surface area available as emitter surface. 

2.3.3.2 Fuel Mass Based on Neutronic Considerations 

The volume fraction of the fuel and moderator, VF, is computed for the selected ratio of the 
inner diameter of the fuel region to the outer diameter of the core, b: 

VF, = (az - b2)VFfF, (2.3-4) 

VI;, = ( l + b 2  -~~)t-(a~ -b2)VFfM, (2.3-5) 

(VF ,  must be > 0.0) 

and 

(2.3-6) 
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where VFF is the volunie fraction of uranium-235 in the core, V .  is the volume fraction of 

uranium-235 in the annt.1a.r fuel region, VF is the volume fraction of moderator in the annular 

fuel region, VF’M is the vdume fraction of moderator in the core, a is the ratio of the fuel annulus 
outer diameter to the total core diameter, and VF is the volume fraction of moderator in the 

annular fuel region. 

fF 

fM 

fM 

The core-averaged moderator-to-fuel molecular ratio (R = carbon atoms/uranium-235 
atoms) is computed next: 

(2.3-7) 

where p~ is the fuel density, p~ is the moderator density, and 21.6 is the ratio of the molecular 
weight of UC2 to the atomic weight for carbon. 

The critical mass of uranium-235 for compacted, reflected spheres of UC:! was computed 
for a variety of moderator-to-fuel ratios, R. The UC2 was assumed to be 93 percent enriched and 
a lO-cm-thick beryllium reflector was used in the calculations. These critical mass values were 
obtained using the FEMPID neutron transport code (McDaniel and Harris, 1983). The results 
from these calculations are given in Table 2-4 and are plotted in Figure 2-13. Table 2-4 is used 
to obtain the compacted cn tical mass of uranium-235, MF , for the computed moderator-to-fuel 
ratio. 

The next step is to compute the critical mass correction for the effect of a cylindrical reactor 
of aspect ratio a. As with the preceding models, 

and 

c = C,C,. 

(2.3-8) 

(2.3-9) 

Since OTRs are not compacted critical spheres, the corrections given in Marshall (1986) 
are used to obtain the initial c:ritical mass, Mg : 

(2.3-10) 
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Table 2-4. Mg , Critical Mass of Reflected Compacted UC:! 
Spheres as a Function of R (carbon atoms) 

0.1 18 
0.3 19.1 
1 .o 24.1 
1.7 26.4 
3.0 32.2 

10.0 52.4 
17.0 61.6 
30.0 68.6 
50.0 70.5 
70.0 67.4 

100.0 61.8 
170.0 49.2 
300.0 34.5 

1000.0 14.9 

The end-of-life critical mass, Mc, is then 

Mg +,/(M:)2 + 4MgMB(1- E) 
2 

M, = 

The total fuel mass based on neutronic limits is then 

ME = MC i- ME. 

(2.3-1 1) 

(2.3-12) 

2.3.3.3 Fuel Mass Based on ThermaVThermionic Considerations 

The required fuel mass based on thermionic considerations is a function of the core surface 
area. First, the core volume, V, is computed from the required 
assumed aspect ratio: 

thermionic surface area and the 
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Figure 2-13. Critical mass value. 

The upper and lower core ends have not been included as thermionic surfaces. The fuel mass 
based on thermal/themionic requirements, M T ~ ,  is 

M, = P F v  vFF 

E 
(2.3- 14) 

The next step is to ensure that fuel temperature limits are not exceeded. The core diameter D is 
computed next in order to obtain the volume-adjusted thermal resistance: 
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(2.3- 15) 

Heat is transferred from the fuel to the core surface by conduction through the fuel and 
outer graphite annulus. A limit on the allowed fuel temperature will constrain the core power 
density and the minimum allowed fuel mass. 

The volume-adjusted thermal resistance of the fuel, RF , can be expressed as 

D2 a2 -b2  
R; =-[ 8kf 2 -b21n(%)], (2.3-16) 

where kf is the thermal conductivity of the fuel, and D is the core outer diameter. The volume- 
adjusted thermal resistance of the outer graphite annulus, g, is given by 

(2.3-17) 

where kc is the conductivity of the graphite annulus, and 

R; = R; + R:. (2.3- 18) 

R,' is the total volume-adjusted thermal resistance from the core inside diameter to the core 

surface. 

The heat flux Q , across the emitter, is 

The maximum value calculated for the fuel temperature T; , is 

(2.3-19) 

(2.3-20) 

where T,, is the specified core surface temperature. The computed peak fuel temperature, T; , is 
then compared with the maximum allowed fuel temperature, Tf, to ensure that Tf 2 T; . E 
Tf' > Tf , the solution is invalid and a new set of design parameters must be selected. If Tf 2 T; , 
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then the solution is valid and the required fuel mass for themal/thermionics must be compared 
with the fuel mass requirements for neutronics and fuel damage limits. 

2.3.4 Limiting Fuel Mass 

If M T ~  2 ME, and M T ~  2 MF, then 

ML = Mm (2.3-21) 

If M T ~  < ME, or M n  a: MF, then the solution is invalid and a new set of design parameters 
must be selected. 

2.3.5 Reactor Component Mass Calculations 

2.3.5.1 Moderator Mass Calculation 

The moderator mass is given by 

The moderator plus fuel miss (MT) is 

MT = ML + MM, 

with a combined density. pr. given by 

MT 
M, MM Pi- = 

+- 

(2.3-22) 

(2.3-23) 

(2.3-24) 

where p~ is the unhomogen ized fuel density and p~ is the :moderator density. The core volume is 
then 

(2.3-25) 

2.3.5.2 Structural Mas!; Calculation 

Since no fuel pin hardware will be required, the structure for the OTR will consist of 
miscellaneous structure for core support and other considerations. As with the structural mass 
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calculation for the in-core thermionic reactor, an allowance for the miscellaneous structure, 
estimated from the miscellaneous structural mass density for SP-100, gives a structural mass for 
the OTR, M,, as: 

M,  =(1183+p,)V. (2.3-26) 

Even though the SP-100 is an LMR, its reference design is used as a basis for arriving 
atreasonable mass estimates for the reactor and ancillary components of the OTR (see 
Section 1.3). The ps term in Equation (2.3-24) is provided to allow for additional structure, 
should the need for it become apparent as the design evolves. At present, p, is assumed to be 
zero. 

2.3.5.3 Reflector Mass Calculation 

The reflector mass is computed assuming that the core is surrounded on all sides by a 
reflector of thickness T. The reflector mass, MRf, is then 

(2.3-27) 1 MRf = 'IcpRf I[.( U + $1 + DT(a + 2) + 2T2 

where PRf is the reflector density. 

2.3.6 Total Reactor Mass 

Since this OTR concept does not require a pressure vessel or coolant, the total reactor mass, 
MR, is the sum of the fuel mass and the reactor component masses (moderator mass, structural 
mass, and reflector mass). 

MR = ML + M M  + M, + M R ~  (2.3-28) 

2.3.7 Mass Calculations for Ancillary Systems 

2.3.7.1 Thermionic Mass Calculation 

"Re mass of the thermionic devices (known as SET devices) is directly proportional to the 
reactor power. The thermionic device mass, Msm, can then be computed as 

Msm= up (2.3-29) 

where Ut is a constant of proportionality. 
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2.3.7.2 Radiator Mass Calculation 

The radiator mass, l d m ~ ,  can be expressed as a linear function of the reactor thermal 
power: 

(2.3-30) 

where U, is a constant of proportionality. 

2.3.7.3 Instrumentation and Control Mass Calculation 

As with the previously described models, the instrumentation and control mass, MI,-, is 
computed from the effective core area, A, and the payload separation distance, Rp. 

and 

2.3.7.4 Safety System Mass Calculation 

As with the SP-100 reactor (Section 2.1.7.2), 

(2.3-3 1) 

(2.3-32) 

(2.3-33) 

and 

MSR = 389reff , (2.3-34) 

No miscellaneous safkty mass was included since no auxiliary cooling loop is required and 
the safety rods in conjunction with the tungsten hot shoe/emitter surrounding the core were 
assumed to be sufficient to prevent flooded criticality. The safety rods were assumed to be 
located in the unfueled region in the center of the core; hence, no volume allowance for safety 
rods was assumed. 

In its proposed configuration, the radiator surrounds the core; consequently, the reentry heat 
shield could not also surround the reactor during operation. A retractable heat shield or some 
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other form of reentry protection may be required. For this model, a reentry heat shield of the type 
used for SP-100 will be assumed as a mass allowance for reentry protection. The mass of the 
reentry heat shield is computed as follows: 

M ,  = I.,[,,,( $)2 - 1.75 $1 , 
D 
2 

R, = - + 0.0177, 

Rb = R, + 0.0059, 

L = a D ,  

R, =2+Ltane, D 

The total heat shield mass, MHS, is 

M H S  7 MNC + MCS. 

The total safety system mass is 

Mss = MSR + MHS. 

(2.3-35) 

(2.3-36) 

(2.3-37) 

(2.3-38) 

(2.3-39) 

(2.3-40) 

(2.3-41) 

(2.3-42) 

(2.3-43) 

(2.3 -44) 
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3. RADIATION-SHIELDING MODELS 

The radiation-shielding models provide estimates of the radiation shield thicknesses and 
mass, the dose at the outer shield surface, and the mass of the payload separation boom. 

3.1 General Approach 

3.1 .I Gamma Shielding Requirements 

From Appendix 4 of Marshall (1986), the gamma dose at the payload from the reactor, D,, 
has the approximate functional relationship given by 

B N, ts 

Dg= p , e L R i  ’ 
(3.1-a) 

where B is the buildup factor, Ns is a proportionality constant, E is the electrical energy at the 
payload [see Appendix 4 of Marshall (1986)], e is the net fractional efficiency, ts is the shield 
thickness, p is the gamma attenuation coefficient, is the core self-absorption coefficient, and L 
is the core length. For the original RSMASS model (Marshall, 1986), the proportionality 
constant Ns was obtained for one type of shield (tungstedithium hydride), one type of reactor 
(LMR), and one power level; the proportionality constant was assumed to be generally applicable 
to all concepts. This is a fair assumption for the last two considerations (same reactor type and 
power level), but it is inappropriate to use the LMR-tungstenllithium hydride proportionality 
constant for other shield materials. Furthermore, fair agreement for different reactor types and 
power levels, while acceptable for large, multimegawatt systems, is not adequate for low-power 
systems, for which RSMASS-D was developed. 

The shielding model can be improved by noting that the quantity BZVse-CUs /pc can be made 
equivalent to two factors: 

(3.1 -b) 

where NOg is the proportionality factor for a reference set of conditions, and A, is the attenuation 
parameter for deviations from the reference conditions. Therefore, deviations in shield thickness, 
reactor type and composition, and shield materials are all accounted for by A,. 
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The values for A, are determined by performing spherical transport calculations for the 
reference SP-100 reactor and for other cases of interest, including a range of shielding 
thicknesses, shielding materials, and a variety of reactor types. The ratio of the dose at some dose 
plane for the case of interest to the dose for the reference SP-100 case provides the values of A, 
for each case. (The proclzdure for obtaining the attenuation coefficients is described in more 
detail in Appendix C.) 

The results of these c:alculations provide an A,  matrix for each reactorhhield concept, with 
the elements of each matrix corresponding to various thicknesses of neutron and gamma shield 
materials. The values of the elements of the A, matrix far the LMR, in-core TFE reactor, and 
OTR shielding models are xovided in Appendix C. Figure 3-1 also provides (for the purpose of 
illustration) a plot of A, as a fimction of neutron shield thickness for a variety of gamma shield 
thicknesses for the OTR. 

Before obtaining the proportionality constant No,, one firther improvement to the model 
must be explained. The l/R; factor, used to account for geometry attenuation (i.e., attenuation 
by virtue of separation distance between the reactor and the payload) in the original model, is 
based on a point-source assumption. This assumption yields good agreement with the actual 
geometric attenuation for distances greater than 1 m. Good agreement for distances less than 1 m 
can be obtained by assuming a disk source. It can be shown that the gamma or neutron flm at 
any location is the integral of the point-attenuation kernel, G(r), over the surface of the disk. For 
geometric attenuation for a point source, 

1 G(r) = - 
r2 . (3.1-C) 

Since dA - rdr, the relative change in dose as a knction of payload distance, Rp, is then 
given by 

, R i + 0 7 S 2  1 
-dr = In d w  -. In R p ,  I,,, r 

where 0.75 m in Equation (3.1 -d) is the maximum shield radius for the reference case. 

Thus, the expression ibr the payload dose for gamma radiation, D,, becomes 

(3.1-d) 

(3.1-e) 
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Figure 3- 1. An Matrix: shield neutron-attenuation factor (An) as a function of neutron shield 
thickness for a variety of gamma shield thicknesses for the OTR. 

Transposing terms, we can now obtain an expression for No,, 

(3.14) 

The value for No, is determined by substituting the appropriate quantities into this expression. 
These quantities were obtained from detailed calculations for the reference (SP-100) case (GE, 
1987). A, = 1.0 for the reference case. The proportionality constant, No,, is found to be 

N~~ = 2 x 10’. (3.1%) 

The required A, can now be computed by rearranging Equation (3.1-e) and substituting the 
value for No,, thus obtaining 

(3.1-h) 

Hence, the above equation is used to compute the required A,, and the matrixes in 
Appendix C provide the required combination of shield thicknesses to yield the required A,. In 
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these equations it is assured that the gamma source is directly proportional to the total reactor 
system energy. Most of {he gamma radiation is from fission gammas, rather than activation 
products. Since the fission gamma dose and the number of fissions is directly proportional to 
reactor energy, the assumpi:ion implicit in these equations is justified. 

3.1.2 Neutron Shielding Requirements 

The approach used tc compute gamma shielding requirements can also be used to compute 
neutron shielding requirenents. The neutron dose, Dn, however, is directly proportional to the 
neutron flux, and the neutron flux in turn is proportional to the total energy divided by the fuel 
atom density (Marshall, 1989). If the fuel atom density for the case being considered deviates 
significantly from the valuc: assumed to obtain the neutron attenuation parameter, A,, some error 
will be produced by adopting an equation of the form (3.1-h) for neutrons. Although this error is 
expected to be small, the correction for the actual fuel density can easily be incorporated into the 
equation for the required ncutron attenuation, An. The equation for A, is given by 

A,, =- (In 4-0.752 - In R, 1-1 , 
(1.57 x 1020)VENws 

(3.14) 

where ML / V is the fuel density for the case under consideration, N235 is the atom density 
assumed to obtain the tabulated values of A,, and the quantity 1.57 x lo2' is the product of the 
normalization constant and the conversion factor required to convert fuel density to fuel atom 
density. As with A,, the procedure for obtaining the neutron attenuation parameters is described 
in more detail in Appendix C, and the results of these calculations provide an A, matrix. 

3.2 LMR Radiation :Shielding 

3.2.1 Shield Mass Calculation 

The shield geometry and materials for the LMR model are similar to the shield for the 
reference SP-100 concept. Tungsten is used for the garmna shield, and lithium hydride is used 
for the neutron shield. A 0.7-cm-thick layer of beryllium is also used for heat conduction. The 
radiation shield geometry assumed for the LMR model is illustrated in Figure 3-2. The following 
calculation sequence is use13 to compute the shield mass: 

r, =- F , D , T  
2 
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Figure 3-2. Assumed shield geometry for liquid-metal-cooled reactor. 
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L, = Lpv + 0.17, (3.2-2) 

where rr is the total reactor radius and L, is the distance from the unshielded end of the pressure 
vessel to the first gamma shield surface. The required gamma and neutron attenuation factors are 
computed (Ag and A,): 

and 

(3.2-3) 

(3.2-4) 

The core-averaged fuel atom density (0.0127) has been substituted for N235 in Equation (3.14) to 
compute A, for LMRs. The minimum gamma shield thickness (tgmin, an input parameter) is then 
used with the data given in Tables C-1 and C-2 to obtain the neutron shield thickness (t,, and t,,) 
required, based on gamma and neutron dose limits respectively; i.e., trig is obtained from the A, 
matrix, and I,,, is obtained from the A, matrix. 

The actual neutron shield thickness required, t,, will be the larger of the two; i.e., 

tn = larger of trig and t,,. (3.2-5) 

The total reactor shield mass is then computed. The first step is to compute the dimensions 
of the radii of the conic seciions of the shield (see Figure 3.2-1): 

r1= r,+ L, tan e (3.2-6) 

(3.2-7) 

(3.2-8) 

r2 = r, + (15, + 0.007) tan 8 

r3 = rr + (Ls + 0.17) tan 9 

(O.577)(tg + t, - 0.1) - L, tm6 
3 (3 -2-9) 

(3.2-10) 

tan 6 + 0.577 Y =  

r4 = r,+ (L, + 0.17 + y) tan 8 

Ifr3 > rq, then set r4 = r3 a n d y =  0. 

The dimensions corresponding to rr, rl, r2,13, r4, Epv, L,, t,, tn, and 6 are shown in Figure 3-2. 

Volumes of the conic sections are computed next: 
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= (0.0733)[q2 + 5% + .,'I 

V, = (0.1047)[r; + $5 + $1, 

9 

v,, = nq2tg, 

nY 2 2 

3 v, =-(r3 + r3r4 + r4 ), 

n V, = -(tg + t, - y - 0.10)(r,2 + r,r4 + r,") . 
3 

(3.2-1 1) 

(3.2- 1 2) 

(3.2- 13) 

(3.2-14) 

(3.2- 15) 

(3.2- 1 6)  

(3.2-17) 

The beryllium, gamma, and neutron shield masses (MBe,  Mgs, and M,, respectively) are 
then 

Mgs = pgsv3, 

M, = pm(V2 + v4 +v5 - V3). 

(3.2- 18) 

(3 -2- 19) 

(3.2-20) 

where pgs and pN are the gamma and neutron shield densities, respectively. The total shield 
mass, MTS, is then 

(3.2-2 1) 

The shield computation is then repeated for all allowed gamma shield thicknesses (as specified in 
the input), and the gamma shield thickness resulting in the lowest shield mass is selected as the 
mass-optimized choice. 

3.2.2 Dose at Shield Surface 

Since some of the control electronics will be located directly behind the radiation shield, 
The dose may be easily computed by the dose at the outer shield surface is of interest. 

transposition of the equations derived in Section 3.1. 
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First, the total shield ihickness is computed: 

TTS = tg + tn + 0.07, (3.2-22) 

To = 0.21, (3.2-23) 

AT = To + TTS, (3.2-24) 

where TO is the distance from the core to the nearest shield face, and AT is the distance from the 
core to the outer shield face. 

Then the neutron and gamma doses at the shield outer surface (Dns and Dgs, respectively) 
are computed: 

(3 -2-25) 

Dns = DAR,  (3.2-26) 

Dgs = DgAR, (3 -2-27) 

where AR is the attenuation reduction factor. 

3.2.3 Boom Mass Calculation 

The payload dose can be reduced by radiation shielding and by increasing the distance from 
the core and payload. A boom will be required to separate the payload from the core and to 
support power transmission lines and instrumentation and control cables. A rough approxima- 
tion can be made that the boom mass, MBM, is directly proportional to the payload separation 
distance, Rp: 

where FBM is a proportionslity constant. This formula can be improved upon by accounting for 
deployment canister mass imd other considerations. For the purposes of RSMASS-D, however, 
the approach should be adequate for making estimates. 
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3.3 Radiation Shielding for In-Core Thermionic Reactors 

3.3.1 Shield Mass Calculation 

For both in-core and out-of-core thermionic reactor concepts, the shield materials and basic 
geometry proposed by GA (1987% 198%) have been assumed. (The shield mass calculation for 
out-of-core thermionic reactors is provided in Section 3.4.) The radiation shield consists of a 
zirconium hydride (with 5 wt% natural boron) g a m a  shield and a lithium hydride neutron 
shield with the geometry illustrated in Figure 3-3. The shielding model is similar to the model 
described in Section 3.2 for LMRs. 

For the TFE system, the reactor dimensions are: 

r, =- F v D + T  
2 

and 

Ls = Lpv.  

The required gamma attenuation uses the same formula given for LMRs: 

The required A, will depend on whether a moderator is used; hence 

if Tm = 0.0, 

= DneLM, (In,/- - In R P )-l 
(1.57 x 1020)(0.010)VE 

otherwise, 

(3.3-1) 

(3.3-2) 

(3.3-3) 

(3.3-4) 

(3.3-5) 

The procedure described in Section 3.2 for obtaining the shield thicknesses is used for the 
TFE shield, except the matrixes from Tables C-3 and C-4 are used if T m  = 0.0, and Tables C-5 
and C-6 are used if T,,, f 0.0, to obtain tng and tnn. As in Section 3.2, the actual neutron shield 
thickness required, tn, is the larger of the two: 
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Figure 3-3. Assumed shield geometry for thermionic reactor. 
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tn = larger of tng and tm. (3.3-6) 

Next, the shield dimensions are computed (Figure 3-3): 

(0.577)tg - L, tan0 
tan 0 + 0.577 

X =  ? 

(O.577)(tg + tn)- L, tan0 
tan 0 + 0.577 Y =  Y 

rl = rr+Lstan 8, 

r2 = r, + (Ls +x) tan 0, 

r3 = r, + (Ls +y) tan 0. 

If rl > r2, then r1 = r2 and x = 0, 

If 1-1 > r3, then r3 = r1 and y = 0. 

(3.3-7) 

(3.3-8) 

(3.3-9) 

(3.3- 10) 

(3.3-1 1) 

(3.3- 1 2) 

(3.3- 1 3) 

The dimensions corresponding to r,, 71, r2, r3, r4, &,,, L,, tg, t n y  and 8 are shown in Figure 3-3. 

The volumes are then computed: 

x 2  

3 
=-x(rl  +qr2 +$), 

and the shield masses are: 

(3.3- 14) 

(3.3- 15) 

(3.3- 16) 

(3.3- 1 7) 

(3.3-18) 

(3.3 - 19) 

(3.3-20) 
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3.3.2 Dose at Shield Surface 

and 

To = 0.21. 

(3.3-21) 

(3.3-22) 

The remaining equations, which are used to calculate the dose at the outer shield surface for the 
LMR, are identical to EquaLions (3.2-24) through (3.2-27). 

3.3.3 Boom Mass Calculation 

The boom mass for the in-core TFE reactor is calculated in the same manner as that of the 
LMR [Equation (3.2-28)]. 

3.4 OTR Radiation !Shielding 

The out-of-core themionic reactor shielding model is almost identical to the in-core 
thermionic reactor shielding model. The exceptions are as follows: 

D r, = - + T ,  
2 

Ls = L, 

and 

= DneUL (In Jv - En R~ . 
(157 x 1O2’)(9.76 x l0”)V.E 

(3.4- 1) 

(3.4-2) 

(3.4-3) 

Tables C-7 and C-8 are used to obtain trig and tm. For the dose at the shield surface 

To = 0.15. (3.4-4) 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1. Mass Estimate Examples 

System mass optimization calculations have been performed using the RSMASS-D models. 
The reactor and shield masses are presented as a function of electrical power level for the LMR, 
TFE reactor, and OTR concepts in Figures 4-1,4-2, and 4-3, respectively. A 7-year operational 
life has been assumed. The reactor mass also includes safety system and instrumentation and 
control masses. For the OTR concept, the reactor mass also includes the thermionic and radiator 
masses. These mass estimates should not be used to determine the advantages of one concept 
relative to another since not all of the subsystem masses (e.g., radiator mass) are presented (see 
Gallup 1990) and issues other than mass are not discussed here. Furthermore, the assumptions 
used in generating the input data for these calculations are not entirely consistent. 

Several observations on Figures 4- 1,4-2, and 4-3 follow: 

0 Since a number of parameters may be varied within an allowed range, a smooth curve for 
mass as a function of power is not always obtained; however, for illustrative purposes a 
smooth curve was drawn between the scatter in the calculated data points. 

For the LMR, the reactor and shield mass is almost linear over much of the power range 
(Figure 4-1). 

The TFE reactor mass increases rapidly as the power level increases from 5 to 10 kWe, 
then increases more gradually up to 350 kWe (Figure 4-2). The change in the TFE 
reactor mass slope may be due in part to the selection of a moderated TFE concept at 
10 kWe rather than a driver fuel concept, which was chosen for the 5-kWe case. As 
explained in Section 2.2, the concept selected at each power level is based on minimizing 
the overall system mass. At 100 kWe and above, an all-TFE concept yields the minimum 
system mass. 

0 Since the OTR reactor mass increases rapidly at high power, the OTR mass predictions 
are presented at power levels equal to and less than 50 kWe. 

Component mass and dimensional estimates are presented as examples for 100-kWe LMR 
and TFE concepts in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, respectively; mass and dimensional data for a 5-kWe 
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Figure 4- 1. RSM ASS-D estimated reactor and shield masses for the LMR. 
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Figure 4-2. RSMASS-D estimated reactor and shield masses for the in-core thermionic reactor. 
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Figure 4-3. RShIASS-D estimated reactor and shield masses for the OTR. 
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Table 4- 1. 100-kWe LMR Mass and Dimensional RSMASS-D Estimates 

Reactor 
Fuel 
Reflector 
Pressure vessel 
Structure 

I Total 

I OPTIMIZED MASS SUMMARY 

I&C 

Safety systems 
Reentry shield 
Rods and drives 
Auxilliary cooling 
Loop and 
Rhenium liner 
Total 

Neutron 
Gamma 
Beryllium 
Total 

I 
Shield 

OPTIM 

Reactor core 
Length 
Core diameter 
Reflector thickness 
Total volume 

Shield 
Neutron thickness 
Gamma thickness 
Be thickness 
Front diameter 
Total volume 

166 kg 
184 kg 
70 kg 

141 kg 

25 kg 
75 kg 
48 kg 

375 kg 
422 kg 
147 kg 

561 ke 

255 kg 

148 kg 

945 kg 

ED DIMENSIONAL SUMMARY : 
39.6 cm 
31.2 cm 
9.7 cm 

0.26 m3 

57.8 cm 
5.0 cm 
7.0 cm 

118.5 cm 
0.53 m3 
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Table 4-2. 5-IrWe TFE Mass and Dimensional RSMASS-D Estimates 

OPTIMIZED MASS SUMMARY 

Reactor 
Fuel 27 kg 
Reflector 93 kg 
Pressure Vessel 23 kg 
Structure 190 kg 
Total 333 kg 

Neutron 116 kg 
Gamma 321 kg 

Total 437 kg 

Shield 

Beryllium 0 kg 

OPTIMIZED DIMENSIONAL SUMMARY 

Reactor Core 
Length 37.5 cm 
Core diaI.net er 30.3 cm 
Reflector th chess  7.4 cm 
Total volume 

Neutron thickness 
Gamma thickness 
Front d ime  ter 
Total volume 

Shield 
40.6 cm 
28.5 cm 
61.4 cm 

0.15 m3 

0.19 m3 
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OTR are presented in Table 4-3. In general, the component masses and dimensions appear to be 
quite reasonable. Care should be exercised when comparing these estimates with any detailed 
calculated results, since the design and operational assumptions used for these RSMASS-D 
calculations may not be consistent with the assumptions for the detailed calculations. 

4.2 Comparison with Detailed Calculations 

RSMASS-D mass estimates have been compared with mass projections for all three reactor 
and shield models. The results below show that RSMASS-D fulfills its accuracy goal of 20 
percent of the mass predicted by detailed calculations. This accuracy goal is for comparisons in 
which both RSMASS-D and the detailed calculations use the same design and operational 
assumptions. Different design assumptions (such as pin diameter, fuel temperature) and the 
components included in the mass tally can have a significant impact on mass. 

4.2.1 LMR Comparison 

The results of the LMR comparison are provided in Table 4-4. The LMR detailed 
calculations were obtained from a GE viewgraph presentation (GE, 1988b) for a 100-kWe 
system. As the results in Table 4-4 show, the RSMASS-D predictions for reactor (including 
contributions from safety instrumentation and control subsystems) and shield mass are within 9 
and 3 percent, respectively, of the GE-calculated mass. (For this comparison, RSMASS-D used 
the same assumptions and parameters as in the GE study rather than allowing the code to 
optimize the design.) 

4.2.2 TFE Reactor Comparison 

The results of the TFE. reactor comparison for a TOPAZ-type TFE reactor with TOPAZ as- 
built mass data are provided in Table 4-5. The RSMASS-D reactor mass agrees with Russian 
data (USAF, 1992) within 15 percent, and the shield mass estimate agrees within 12 percent. As 
with the SP-100 comparison. RSMASS-D was forced to use the same design and operational 
assumptions as in the actual design. 

4.2.3 OTR Comparison 

The OTR comparison with detailed calculations (GA, 1987b) is for a 6-kWe system 
(Table4-6). The reactor mass, with thermionic devices, estimated by RSMASS-D is within 
10 percent of the GA predictions, and the shield mass agrees within 13 percent. As with the 
LMR and TFE comparisons, consistent assumptions were made for this comparison. 
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Table 4-3. %:We OTR Mass and Dimensional RSMASS-D Estimates 

OPTIMIZED MASS SUMMARY 

Reactor 
Fuel 75 kg 
Moderator 19 kg 
Structure 19 kg 
Reflector 100 kg 
Total 213 kg 

I&C 133 kg 

Safety systems 
Reentry shield 18 kg 
Rods and drives 39 kg 
Total 57 kg 

Neutron 137 kg 
Gamma 232 kg 
Total 369 kg 

Shield 

OPTIMIZED DIMENSIONAL SUMMARY 

Reactor Core 
Length 
Core diameter 
Reflector thickness 
Total volume 

30.7 cm 
26.0 cm 
10.0 cm 

Shield 
Neutron thickness 
Gamma thickness 
Be thickness 
Front diametcr 
Total volume 

40.6 cm 
16.0 cm 
68.0 cm 

111.1 cm 

0.084 m3 

0.21 m3 
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Table 4-4. RSMASS-D LMR Mass Estimate Comparison with Detailed Calculated Mass 
Predictions" 

Mass (kg) 
Subsystem RSMASS-D GE Deviation (%) 

Reactor, safety 
system, and I&C 964 1056 -9 
Shield 945 920 +3 

"From GE (1988b) 

Table 4-5. RSMASS-D TFE Mass Estimate Comparison with Detailed Calculated Mass 
Predictions" 

Mass (kg) 
Subsystem RSMASS-D TOPAZ II Deviation (%) 

Reactor and I&C 333 290 +15% 
Shield 439 390 +12 

"From USAF (1992) 

Table 4-6. RSMASS-D OTR Mass Estimate Comparison with Detailed Calculated Mass 
Predictions" 

Mass (kg) 
Subsystem RSMASS-D GA Deviation (%) 

Reactor and 
Thermionics 243 221 +10 
Shield 369 417 -13 
"From GA (1987b) 
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Appendix A: Reactor Geometry 
Correction Factor 

A simple formula [see Equations (2.1-4), (2.2-15), and (2.3-8)] has been developed to 
account for the fact that the reactor is a cylinder rather than a sphere, and that the length-to- 
diameter ratio, a, may be greater than 1.0. The derivation of this formula is presented in the 
following: 

where kff is the effective neutron multiplication factor, k, is the infinite medium multiplication 
factor, M2is the migration area, and B2 is the reactor buckling. 

For a critical reactor, kff must equal 1.0. Since the reactor materials are the same for the 
cylindrical and spherical cases, it follows that 

k,  CL = k ,  SP andM:L =Msp ,  2 

where CL designates cylinder and SP designates sphere. Using the information in Equation 
(A-I), the following can be obtained: 

B:L = Bip (A-2) 

It is known that 

2 
2.405 

and 

2 

B : P = [ ; ]  ’ 

A- 1 

(A-3) 



where r is radius and His  core height. Core height can be expressed as 

HCL = 2rcLa, 

where a is core length/core I ii meter. 

Then, substituting (A- 5) into (A-3) and (A-3) and (A-4) into (A-2) yields 

(A-5) 

2.405 

By transposing terms, the following is obtained: 

rcL = 5[2.34a2 + 1]Ip 
2a 

The ratio of critical masses is given by 

and (A-7) can be substituted into (A-8) to obtain 

MCL 0.188(2.34a2 + 1)3'2 
MSP a 2  
-= 

(A-7) 

(A-9) 

In Marshall (1986) it was observed that when the effect of the reflector is accounted for, the 
mass correction must be takm to the two-thirds power, hence: 

(A-10) 

A comparison of (A-10) with a more elaborate approach (Paxton, 1986) has indicated an 
accuracy of 2 percent for a = 1 .Q, and an accuracy within 15 percent for a 2 2.0. 
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Appendix B: RSMASS-D Input Parameters 

Description 
Electrical power level [ m e ] .  
Operating time [years]. 
Fractional fuel enrichment. 
Net fractional efficiency. 
Reference critical mass [kg]. 
Critical mass correction factor. 
Minimum fuel pin radius [m]. 

Number of intervals between roc (min) and roc (max). 

Minimum aspect ratio for core. 
Maximum aspect ratio for core. 

Maximum fuel pin radius [m]. 

Number of intervals between a(min) and a(max). 

The tables that follow present sample input parameter values for the liquid-metal-cooled 
reactor (LMR) (Table B-1), the thermionic fuel element (TFE) reactor (Table B-2), and the out- 

Value 
0.10 
7.0 
0.97 
0.042 

150 
1.0 
3.8 x 
1.25 x 

5 
1.0 
2.0 
6 

of-core thermionic reactor (OTR) (Table B-3). 

Table B-1 . Sample LMR Input Parameters 

~ Pewaverage core power. 
Fuel density [kg/m3]. 
GaD gas thermal conductivitv Tw/mKl. 

I 

1 -  ~ 

I Fuel thermal conductivity W/mKl. 

Parameter k 

~ Liner/cladding thermal conductivity [w/mK]. 

I 

I NSD 

T C  

Minimum smear density (fraction of theoretical). 
Maximum smear density. 
Number of intervals between SD(min) and SD(max). 

Coolant heat transfer coefficient [w/m2K]. 
Maximum allowable fuel temperature [K]. 

0.80 
1 .o 
6 
1.52 

13730 
0.46 

26.0 

52.0 
4.0~ 104 

1650 



Tat ,le B- 1. Sample LMR Parameters (Concluded) 

Parameter 

~ 

Reactor Input Parameters (Continued) 

Value Description 

1350 Maximuin coolant temperature [K]. 

0.10 Reflector thickness [m]. 

Reflector density [kg/m3]. 

Multiplier to get pressure vessel radius. 

3000 

1.09 

Multiplier to get pressure vessel length. 1.40 

Pressure vessel locator. 0 

Reactor coolant pressure [MPa]. 0.15 

Pressure vessel strength m a ] .  280.0 

Pressure vessel density [kg/m3]. 8570 

Minimurn pressure vessel thickness [m]. 2~ 10-3 

Constant I&C mass [kg]. 126 

Praporticindity constant for control mass @g/m*]. 707 
~ 

2.7 Proporticaality for cable mass [kg/m]. 

Shield Input Parameters 

I 5 x 105 Maximurn allowed payload gamma dose [rem]. 
~ ~~ 

Maximurn allowed payload neutron dose: [nvt]. 1 x 1013 

Payload separation distance [m]. 22.5 

Payload diameter [m]. 4.0 

Minimum gamma shield thickness [m]. 0.02 

Maximurn gamma shield thickness [m]. I 0.09 

Number of gamma shield thicknesses. 

Boom miis constant [kg/m]. 
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Table B-2. Sample TFE Reactor Input Parameters 

Reactor Input Parameters 

Parameter Value Description 

Electrical power level w e ] .  
Operating time [years]. 

Fractional fuel enrichment. 

0.05 P 

t 7.0 

E 0.97 

Cm Critical mass correction. 

Fractional TFE efficiency. 

Minimum emitter outer radius [m]. 

1 .o 
0.084 

5 x 10‘~ 

1.5 x lo-* Maximum emitter outer radius [m]. 
~~ 

Number of emitter radii to be considered. 5 
~~ 

Minimum aspect ratio for core. 1 .o 
Maximum aspect ratio for core. 2.0 

Number of aspect ratios to be considered. 6 

0.0 Minimum moderator thickness [m]. 

Maximum moderator thickness [m]. 

Number of moderator thicknesses to be considered. 

Minimum driver region uranium loading [wt %]. 

Maximum driver region uranium loading [wt %]. 

Number of uranium loadings to be considered. 

0.014 

8 

0.0 

17.0 

6 
~~ ~~ 

Maximum electrical power flux [MW/m2]. 
~~ 

6.8 

Pff Fuel pellet density in TFE [kg/m3]. LOX io4 
PFT Peak-to-average power ratio in TFE fuel. 1.40 

Peak-to-average power ratio in driver fuel. 

Maximum allowed fuel burnup fraction in TFE. 

Maximum allowed fuel burnup fraction in driver. 

Fuel pellet outer diameterhnner diameter. 

Fuel thermal conductivity [w/mK]. 

1.40 

0.10 PT 

PD 0.10 

z 4.0 

2.6 

Tf Maximum allowed fuel temperature [K]. 2200 
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Table B-2, Sample TFE Reactor Input Parameters (Concluded) 

Reactor Input Parameters (Continued) 

Description 

Maximum allowed emitter temperature [:K]. 

Value 

1800 

5610 Moderator density [kg/m3]. 

TFE regilm structure density [kg/m3]. 4880 

1300 
~ ~~ 

Moderator region structure density [kg/m3]. 

Reflector density [kg/m3]. 3000 

Reflector thickness [m]. 0.10 
~ 

Multiplier to get pressure vessel radius. 

Multiplier to get pressure vessel length. 

1.10 

2.00 

Pressure vessel locator. 0 

0.20 

280 

~ ~ ~~ ~~~ 

Reactor coolant pressure [MPa]. 

Pressure vessel strength [MPa]. 

8570 Pressure ressel density [kg/m3]. 

Minimum pressure vessel thickness [m]. 

Constant I&C mass kgl. 
2~ 10-~  

126 

Froportionality constant for control mass [kg/m2]. 707 

2.7 P- Proportionality constant for cable mass [kg/m]. 

Shield Input Parameters 
~ ~ ~~~ _ _ ~ ~ ~  ~ _ _  ~~ 

Maximurn allowed payload gamma dose [rem]. -1-5x105 

Maximurn allowed payload neutron dose [nvt]. 1 x 1013 

Payload separation distance [m]. 

Payload diameter [m]. 4.0 

Minimum gamma shield thickness [m]. 0.20 

0.80 Maximur n gamma shield thickness [m]. 

I 15 Number of gamma shield thicknesses. 

I 9.0 Boom miss constant [kg/m]. 
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Table B-3. Sample OTR Input Parameters 

Reactor Input Parameters 
Descrbtion Value 

5 x 1 0 - ~  
7 

Parameter 
P 
E 

& 

e 

P 
. 4 )  
fe 

a(min) 
a(max) 

ana 

b(min) 

b(max) 

b, 

cm 

Yl;i.~ 

a 

wf 
P F  

P M  

d,  * 

d2 

d, * 

9 
T,  
PF 

k f  

Electrical power level MWe). 
Total lifetime electrical energy MWel. 

~ ~~ 

Fractional fuel enrichment. 0.97 
Net fractional efficiency. 13.3 

0.01 Fractional burnup limit. 
~aximum electrical power flux m / m 2 1 .  8.5 

Fraction of core &ace area available for thermionics. 0.8 
Minimum aspect ratio [length/diameter] for core. 
Maximum aspect ratio [length/ diameter] for core. 
Number of intervals between a(min) and a(max). 
Minimum ratio of fuel inside diameter to core outer diameter. 
Maximum ratio of fuel inside diameter to core outer diameter. 

1 .o 
2.5 

11 
0.3 

0.7 
2.0 Number of intervals between b(min) and b(max). 

Ratio of fuel annulus outer diameter to core total diameter. 0.93 
~~ ~~ 

Critical mass correction factor. 

Volume fraction of fuel in the fuel annulus. 0.50 
Volume fraction of moderator in the fuel annulus. 0.50 

Moderator densitv krr/m31. 
11800 
1850 

Constant I & C mass [kg]. 79 
Proportionality constant for control mass ~ g / m ~ ] .  
ProDortionalitv constant for cable mass rkdrnl. 

707 
0.9 

Maximum allowed he1  temperature w]. 2300 

2020 Core surface temperature w]. 
Peak/averarre core Dower factor. 1.20 
Fuel region thermal conductivity [W/mK]. 35.0 

* 
A coolant is not required for the OTR instrumentation, and IBC cable mass will be less than for the LMR or TFE 

concepts. 
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Table B-3. Sample OTR Input Parameters (Concluded) 

Parameter 

P S  

T 

FBM 

Reactor Input Parameters (Continued) 

Description Value 

Structural density [kg/m3]. 0.0 

Reflector thickness [m]. I 0.10 

Maximum idlowed payload gamma dose [rem]. 5 x 105 

Reflector dmsity [kg/m3]. 

Maximum allowed payload neutron dose [nvt]. I x 1013 

Payload separation distance [m]. -+- 
Payload diameter [m]. 

Minimum gamma shield thickness [m]. 

Maximum gamma shield thickness [m]. I 0.20 

Gamma shield thickness increment [m]. I l1 

Other Input Parameters 

Mass-to-power ratio for radiator [kgiMw]. 

Mass-to-power ratio for thermionic devices (kg/MW). 

Boom mass constant [kglm]. 

420 

7~ 103 

9 
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Appendix C: Shield Model Attenuation Coefficients 

The neutron and gamma attenuation coefficients, An and A,, respectively, are referred to in 
Section 3 for the shield mass calculations. An and A, were determined by performing spherical 
transport calculations with the FEMP code. The core is modeled as a homogeneous sphere, and 
the reflector, the gamma shield, and the neutron shield are modeled as concentric shells. 
Calculations were first performed for the reference SP-100 reactor described in Section 2.0. 
Transport calculations were then performed for a variety of shield thicknesses, core materials, 
and shield materials. The ratio of the dose at some dose plane for the case of interest relative to 
the dose for the reference case is the value of A, or An for that case. 

The results from the transport calculations are obtained as the dose at the outer surface of 
the shield. Since the shield thickness is not constant, the calculated dose will include the effects 
of both geometric attenuation and attenuation due to shield interactions. Only the interaction 
attenuation is desired; consequently, the geometric attenuation must be factored out. If a 
spherical surface source is assumed, and the point kernel is integrated over the surface of the 
sphere, it can be shown that the value of the attentuation coefficients are: 

2.63 x Dgro 
[h(ro + 9.85) - In(ro - 9.85)] 

A, = 

and 

2.42 x ~ , r ,  
A, = 

[ln(ro + 9.85) - In(ro - 9.85)] ’ 

where ro is the distance from the core center to the dose plane and D, and Dn are the doses at the 
shield surface for gammas and neutrons, respectively. 

This correction has been carried out for all the dose calculations used to obtain A, and An. 
The A, and An matrixes for the LMR, TFE fast, TFE thermal, and OTR reactors are pesented in 
Tables C-1 through C-8. 



Table C- 1. A, for L M R  Reactors 

Table (2-2. A, for LMR Reactors 

I+ 
0.02 

E 0.10 

0.0 I 0.2 I 0.4 

- 1.49E6 5820 60.5 
6.6E5 41 10 39.3 
5.74E15 3060 26.3 
5.04135 2360 18.1 
4.4E!i 1860 12.7 
3.8 1 I35 1490 9.16 

- 

0.6 

0.753 
0.468 
0.294 
0.187 
0.12 
0.0785 

0.8 I 

0.00 141 
0.00088 

Table C-3. A, for TFE Fast ]Reactors 

I 
tg@> 0.0 

0.0 163 
0.2 6.3 8 
0.4 0.223 
0.6 0.008 
0.8 0.0002 
1 .o 9.65E-1 
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Table C-4. A, for TFE Fast Reactors 

0.2 0.4 I 0.6 I 0.8 I 1.0 

2.61 0.034 I 0.000 209 1.94E4 
222 
28 1 

~~ ~ 

0.00045 1 0.0 1 0.2 0.035 1 2.72 
0.00046 

2.5 lE4 
~~ 

0.0 I 0.0 0.0 I 0.4 275 
0.0 I 0.0 I 0.6 I 3.47 

n 
0.0367 0.00046 0.0 

I I I 

0.000477 I 0.8 0.08 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 
I ~~ 

0.0 I 1 .o I 0.000591 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 

Table C-5. A, for TFE Thermal Reactors 

0.0 I 0.2 0.4 1 0.6 I 0.8 1 .o 
44.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

24 1 
7.23 
0.25 1 

244 
8.4 1 
0.308 

0.2 
0.4 0.173 0.113 0.0 

0.00591 I 0.0 I 0.0 0. 6 0.01 12 0.00863 
~ 

0.0004 I 0.00029 0.8 
~ 

1 .o 

Table C-6. A,  for TFE Thermal Reactors 

r 
0.8 I 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 . 

0.0 1.97E6 1.09E4 125 1.62 
0.2 1.41E4 1.34 1.68 .02 19 
0.4 166 1.74 .0222 2.86E-4 
0.6 2.15 0.023 2.9E-4 0.0 
0.8 0.0284 3.OE-4 0.0 0.0 

0.212 2.75E-4 
3.84E-4 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0-0 0.0 

I I 0.0 I 0.0 1 .o 3.7E-4 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 
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Table (2-7. A, for OTR Reactors 

tdm) 0.0 

0.0 196 
0.2 7.53 
0.4 0.268 
0.6 0.00968 
0.8 3.4E-4 
1 .o 1.17E-5 

Table C-8. A, for OTR Reactors 

tg("> 0.0 

0.0 3.13E6 
0.2 2.33E4 
0.4 256 
0.6 3.23 
0.8 0.0423 
1 .o 5.5E-4 
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Appendix D: Definition of Variables 

Table D-1 . Definition of Variables 

I Variable Name Definition 
~~~ 

AsDect ratio (core length-to-diameter ratio). 
Effective core area [m2]. 
Core surface area required for thermionics [m2]. 

I Attenuation parameter for deviations from reference conditions. 

I Af Unit cell fuel area for pins on a hexagonal pitch [m2]. 

Total cell fuel area for pins on a hexagonal pitch [m2]. 
Required neutron attenuation. 
Attenuation reduction factor. 
Required thermionic emitter surface area [m2]. 
Ratio of the inner diameter of the fuel to the outer diameter of the core region, 
for an OTR. 
Buildup factor. 
Buckling for a cylinder [ ~ m - ~ ]  

Buckling for a sphere [ ~ m ' ~ ]  

I C  Combined correction factor for the aspect ratio and miscellaneous effects used 
for calculating. critical mass. 
Correction factor for a core with cylindrical geometry and an aspect ratio of a. 
Correction factor for other (miscellaneous) effects on the critical mass. 
Square root of the smear density of the fuel divided by 0.96. 
Mass of the fixed instrumentation and control (I&C) component [kg]. 
Areal density of the size-dependent I&C component [kg/m2]. 
MassAength of the I&C cables [kg/m]. 

I Dg Gamma dose at the payload from the reactor [rem]. 

Gamma dose at the shield outer surface. 

Neutron dose Wcm21. 
Neutron dose at the shield outer surface fn/cm21. 
Payload diameter [m]. 
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Table D-2. Definition of Variables (Continued) 

VariableName I Definition 
e 

~~ 

Net fra :tional efficiency. 
Total 'IFE reactor fractional efficiency. 

I 

eT I Thermionic efficiency. 
Electrical energy at the payload [ W e ] .  
Maximum fraction of the core surface area available as emitter surface. 
Propod ionality constant for boom mass. FBM 

Total pin length multiplier. 
~~ 

Core radius multiplier. 
I 

hc I Coolant heat transfer coefficient [w/m2K]. 
k I Thermal conductivity of helium fill gas [w/mK]. 

kf Fuel th~:rmal conductivity [w/mK]. 

Fuel/cl;dding gap effective thermal conductivity Iw/mK3. 
Thermal conductivity of the graphite annulus [w/mK]. 

Liner c ladding thermal conductivity pV/mK]. 
L 1 Core length [ml. 

Plenum length [m]. 

Pressure vessel length [m]. 

Distance from the unshielded end of the pressure vessel to the first gamma 
shield interface [m]. 

LPY 

~ ~ 

Fuel mzis required for burnup [kg]. 
Beryllium shield mass [kg]. 
Quanti!? of uranium burned up in the driver fuel region [kg]. 
Boom inass [kg]. 

M B  

Be 

M BD 

M RM 

MBT I Quantity of uranium burned up in the WE region Bg]. 
M 2  I Migration area. 

~ ~ ~~ 

End-of-life critical mass [kg]. +- Initial c:ritical mass [kg]. 
~~ ~~~ 

M,C I Compazted critical mass of 235U [kg]. 

Me* I The end-of-life critical mass for the dniver fuel [kg]. 
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Table D- 1. Definition of Variables (Continued) 

‘‘CR 

‘Mcs 

~~ 

VariableName I 

Reference critical mass [kg]. 

Mass of the conical shield [kg]. 

_ _ ~  ~ 

Definition 

WCT 

W:T 

I Initial critical mass required for the driver fuel region [kg]; 

The end-of-life critical mass for the TFE fuel [kg]. 

Initial required critical mass for the TFE fuel region Bg]. 

‘M: 

4 E  

  ED 

‘MET 

1 Driver fuel component of the compacted critical mass [kg]. 

~ ~ ~~~~~~~ 

Total required end-of-life fuel mass based on neutronics limits [kg]. 
The required end-of-life fuel mass based on neutronics for the driver region 
[@I. 
The required end-of-life fuel mass based on neutronics for the TFE region 
Bgl. 

~ ~~ I critical mass of the TFE fuel 

WF 

‘M FD 

‘ M F T  

Fuel mass based on burnup (fuel damage) limits [kg]. 

Driver fuel mass based on burnup (fuel damage) limits [kg]. 

TFE fuel mass based on burnup (fuel damage) limits [kg]. 

‘M HS 

‘M IC 

V L  

LC 

Total heat shield mass Bg]. 
The instrumentation and control (I&C) mass [kg]. 

Actual (limiting) required fuel mass [kg]. 

Lithium coolant mass in the reactor Fg]. 

I Gamma shield mass [kg]. 

MM I Moderator mass [kg]. 
Miscellaneous safety system mass [kg]. 
Neutron shield mass [kg] . 

I Heat shield nose cone mass [kg]. 

Total NaK coolant mass [kg]. 

Fuel mass based on thermal limits [kg]. 

Pressure vessel mass [ kg] . 
The total reactor mass [kg]. 
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Tiible D-1. Definition of Variables (Continued) 

Variable Name Definition 
MRAD Radiator mass [kg]. 

MRf Total I eflector mass [kg]. 

Total $,tructural mass [kg]. 

The m u s  of the OTR thermionic devices (known as SET devices) [kg]. %ET 

MSR 
___ I Mass of the safety rod system [kg]. 

Total safety system mass [kg]. 

Moderator plus fuel mass [kg]. 

Total fuel mass based on thermionic and thermal considerations [kg]. 
~~ I Driver fbel mass based on thermionic considerations [kg]. 

Mass of TFE fuel required based on thermionic and thermal considerations 

Total shield mass [kg] 

Pressure vessel locator. 
u5U atom density assumed to obtain the values of& [atomsham cm]. 
Propoi tionality constant for a reference set of conditions. 

Ns I Proportionality constant. 
um reactor system electrical power w e ] .  

Therm d power in the driver fuel region [Mwl. 

I core s patid peaaverage power factor. 
Peak-tl>-average power ratio in the driver fuel. 
Peak-tls-average power ratio in the TFE fuel. 

I Reactor coolant pressure p a ] .  

ps 

pSR 

PT 
Q Total heat flux 
r1 Conic section radius [m]. 

Maxirrum allowed specific power w th /kg ] .  
Ratio of the power density in the driver fuel region to the power density in 
the TFE region. 
Required thermal power in the TF% fuel CMW]. 

I Conic section radius Em]. 
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Table D-1 . Definition of Variables (Continued) 
~ ~~ 

Variable Name Definition 
Conic section radius [m]. 7.3 

~ 

'4 Conic section radius [m]. 

'C  TFE total unit cell radius [m]. 

TFE drivedmoderator outer radius [m]. 

TFE emitter radius [m]. 
Effective core radius [m]. 

' f  Solid fuel pellet radius [m]. 

Solid fuel pellet cladding inner radius [m]. 

Solid fuel pellet cladding outer radius [m]. 

TFE effective pin radius [m]. 

Pressure vessel radius [m]. 

roc 

'P 

'PV 

Total reactor radius [m]. 

TFE effective cell radius [m]. 

Core-averaged moderator-to-fuel molecular ratio. 
Inner radius at the narrow end of the conical shield [m]. 
Outer radius at the narrow end of the conical shield [m]. 
Inner radius at the wide end of the conical shield [m]. 
Outer radius at the wide end of the conical shield [m]. 
Coolant volume-adjusted thermal resistance [m3WW]. 

Volume-adjusted thermal resistance of fuel [m3K/W]. 

Fuel cladding gap volume-adjusted thermal resistance [m3wW]. 

Volume-adjusted thermal resistance of the outer graphite annulus [m3K/W].. 
Fuel linericladding volume-adjusted thermal resistance [m3K/W]. 
Ratio of driver fuel mass to TFE fuel mass. 

Separation distance between the reactor and payload [m]. 

Total volume-adjusted thermal resistance across the fuel pin [m3WW]. 
RP 

RTT 
SD 

t 

Smear density [unitless]. 
Reactor full-power operating time [years]. 
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Titble D- 1. Definition of Variables (Continued) 

- 
Definition 

-~ - ~ 

Variable Name 
Shield thickness [m]. 

Combined thickness of the bonded cladding and liner [m]. 

G m  a shield thickness [m]. 

Minimum gamma shield thickness. 
Minimum pressure vessel thickness [ r ] .  

Actual required neutron shield thickness [m]. 

Required neutron shield thickness based on gamma dose limits [m]. 
~ 

Required neutron shield thickness based on neutron dose limits [m]. 

Pressure vessel thickness [m]. 

T Refleci or thickness [m]. 
TC Outlet coolant temperature [K]. 

Tcs 

T, Emitter temperature [K]. 

Tf 

=f" 

Temperature of the core surface [K]. 

Maximum allowable fuel temperature [K]. 

Calcul; tted maximum fuel temperature [K] . 
~ I Thicknm of the TFE moderator region [K]. 

I Total shield thickness [m]. TTS 

T,  I Distance from core to nearest shield face [m]. 

I Driver region uranium load [kg]. 

ur I Proportionality constant for calculating radiator mass F;g/MW]. 

Ultima1 e strength of the pressure vessel material [MPa] . 
Proportionality constant for calculating mass of thermionic devices 
Lkg/MT;a. 
Total core volume [m3]. 
Conic section volumes [m3]. 

Modera tor volume [m3]. 

V 

VI - v2 
V M  

VR 1 Total re actor volume [m3]. 

VT Volume: of the TF~E region of the core lm3]. 
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Table D-1 . Definition of Variables (Continued) 

VariableName I Definition 
VF I Volume fraction of fuel and moderator. 

VFC I volume fraction of fuel in the TFE unit cell. 

Volume fraction of 235U in the annular fuel region. 

Volume fraction of moderator in the annular fuel region. 

Volume fraction of fuel in the TFE pin. 

Volume fraction of 235U in the core. 

Volume fraction of moderator in the core. 

VFf F 

VF' M 

vFP 

VFF 

VFM 

vFSH I Void fraction for safety hardware in the core. 
rc I Thickness of the thinnest  art of the ZrHl7 shield. 
Y 

Z 

a 

P 

Thickness of the thinnest part of the ZrH1.7 and LiH shield combined. 
Ratio of the outer to inner TFE fuel pellet diameter. 
Ratio of the fuel annulus outer diameter to the total core diameter. 
Fraction of the fuel allowed to bum up. 
Burnup limits for the drive fuel. 

P T  I BumuD limits for the TFE fuel. 
~~ 

AT 
& Fractional fuel enrichment. 
0 

Distance from core to outer shield face [m]. 

Radiation shield cone half angle. 
P I Gamma attenuation coefficient Tm-' 1. 

~~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ 

P C  Core self-absorption coefficient [m-'I. 
pf i  
pfr 
P F  Unhomogenized fuel density [kg/m3]. 

TFE driver region fuel density [kg/m3]. 
Density of the TFE fuel [kg/m3]. 

I Gamma shield density [kg/m3]. 
P M  Moderator density [kg/m3]. 
PnS Neutron shield density [kg/m3]. 

p PV Pressure vessel density [kg/m3]. 
I Reflector density [kg/m3]. 

P s  I Density term provided to allow for additional structure [kg/m3]. 
P SM 

PSr 

Core average density of the moderatorldriver region structure [kg/m3]. 
Core average density of the T I 3  region structure Fg/m3]. 
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